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TRANSLITERATIONSANDABBREVIATIONS 
A. Transliteration 
1. Consonants 
The letters of Arabic language are transliterated to the Latin below; 
ا   = a د = d ض = d} ك = k 
ب = b ذ = z\ ط  = t} ل = l 
ت = t   ر = r ظ  = z} م = m 
ث = th ز = z ع  = '        ن = n 
ج = j   س = s غ  = gh و = w 
ح = h{ ش = sh ف = f        ھ = h 
خ = kh   ص= s} ق  = q        ي = y 
Hamzah (ء) is as the prefix of the word, followed by the vowel without sign. If 
it is in the center or in the end, it is written with (‘). 
2. Vowels and Diphthongs 
Vowels (a), (i) and (u) are written as follows; 
Noise Short Long 
Fath{a A a> 
Kasra I i> 
D{amma U u> 
 
3. Diphthongs are always found in transliteration as (ay) and (aw), for example 
bayn( )danqawl(ل!"). 
4. Syiddah(ة%&)is signed with double consonants. 
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5. Prefix word like al-(alif la>mor ma’rifah) is written with small letter, except in 
the first sentence, it is written with capital (Al-). For examples: 
“According to al-Bukhāri>…” 
“Al-Bukhāri> said that the hadith…” 
6. Arabic word is transliterated because it is not included in Latin vocabularies, 
like: 
Fi>Z{ila>l al-Qur´a>n 
Al-Sunnah Qabl al-Tadwi>n 
7. Text of al-Jalalah (ﷲ) after the letter of jar and the other or it position as a 
muda>f ilayh (nominal phrase) is transliterated without al-, but in complete 
word. For example: 
Di>n Alla>h – biAlla>h – ‘AbdAlla>h 
 ِﷲ ُْﻦِدdi>nulla>h ِ	
ِ billa>h  ﷲﺪﺒﻋAbdulla>h 
B. Abbreviations 
Qs  = al-Qur´an Surah 
pbuh = Peace Be Upon Him 
A.H = After Hijra 
A.D = Anno Domini 
b.  = Born 
d.  = Died 
w.y = Without Year 
edt. = Edition 
ed.  = Editor 
vol. = Volume 
p.  = Page 
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ABSTRACT 
Name : St.Magfirah 
Student Number : 30300109019 
Major : Hadith Science 
Faculty  : Ushuluddin,Philosophy and Politics 
Title : The Correlation of Qiya>m al-Lail to Human Immunity 
in Hadith Perspective 
 
 The focus of this research iscorrelation of qiya>m al-lailto human immunity in 
hadithperspective. The problem statements are: 1) how is the quality of hadithof 
qiya>m al-lail?,and 2) how is the correlation of qiya>m al-lail toward human immunity 
in hadith perspective? 
The aims of this research are:1) to describe the quality of qiya>m al-lail 
hadith, and 2) to explore the correlation of qiya>m al-lail towards human immunity in 
the hadith perspective. 
The method is used in this writing isanalitycal method (tah}li>li>). Some of 
approachesused are hadith science and healthy science. 
The findings of this research shows that :1) thequality of hadith is 
hasanbecause all of al-sanadfrom al-Tirmiz\i’s book have capability (d}abit  and ‘adil 
).Therefore, this hadith can be as a standard to qiya>m al-lail,and 2)qiya>m al-lail 
towards human immunity has a correlationin hadith perspective,asmentionedby 
Muslim scholarsand results of scientists experiments. 
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ABSTRAKT 
Nama : St.Magfirah 
NIP : 30300109019 
Jurusan : Ilmu Hadis 
Fakultas : Ushuluddin,Philosophy and Politics 
Judul : The Correlation of Qiya>m al-Lail toward Human 
Immunity in Hadith Perspective 
 
Fokus penelitian ini adalah hubungan qiya>m al-lail terhadap imunitas 
manusia dalam perspektif hadis. Penelitian ini memiliki rumusan masalah, yakni: 1) 
bagaimana kualitas hadis mengenai qiya>m al-lail?, dan 2) bagaimana hubungan 
qiya>m al-lail terhadap imunitas manusia dalam perspektif hadis?. 
Tujuan penelitian ini adalah 1) untuk menjelaskan kualitas hadis qiya>m al-
lail, dan 2) untuk menjelajah hasil penelitian mengenai hubungan qiya>m al-lail 
terhadap imunitas manusia dalam perspektif hadis. 
Metode dalam kepenulisan ini ialah metode analitis (tah}li>li>) dan beberapa 
pendekatan yang digunakan ialah ilmu hadis dan ilmu kesehatan. 
Kesimpulan pada penelitian menunjukkan bahwa: 1) kualitas hadis ini 
tergolong hasan sebab semua sanad pada riwayat Tirmiz\i memiliki kapabilitas (d}abit 
dan s\iqah). Sehingga, hadis ini dapat dijadikan patokan dalam mengamalkan qiya>m 
al-lail, dan 2) qiya>m al-lail terhadap imunitas manusia memiliki hubungan dalam 
perspektif hadis sebagaimana disebutkan oleh Sarjana Muslim dan hasil para 
ilmuwan lewat eksperimennya. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
Qiya>m al-lail means to wake up at night. There are several worshipping 
activities at night (qiya>m al-lail), such as reciting the al-Qur´an, z\ikr, reading the 
hadith or prayer. Al-Sa´id bin al-Musayyab said that qiya>m al-lail means praying 
at midnight.1 Rasulullah pbuh., explained that the most suitable time to qiya>m 
al-lail is the last third of the night after resting.2 This ritual can be conducted 
either in the first, second or third of the night.3 Performing qiya>m al-lail after 
sleeping can refresh the mind and make the brain function better. Besides, it has 
been studied that, in medical perspective, sleeping is the way our body recovers 
and increases more energy.4 
The existence of qiya>m al-lail as normative worshipping rituals in order 
to follow the religious instructions is one evidence of miracle. The horizon of 
hadith in the scientific approaches of qiya>m al-lail covers the dimension of 
scientific development. 
The healthy science perspective, it is known that qiya>m al-lail contains of 
medication. Its role in medical therapy has long been echoed. However, to say 
that activity can cure any disease is still uncommon. The fact that qiya>m al-lail 
can cure diseases and recover human´s immune system can be explained 
scientifically. It is supported by the evidence that people perform qiya>m al-lail in 
                                                 
1Lajnah al-Fatwa> bi al-Syubkah al-Isla>miah, Fata>wa al-Syubkah al-Isla>miah, juz. IX, 
(Edt. I; ´Ara>b: Lijami>´  al-Fata>wa al-´Arabi>, 2009), p. 4131. 
2´Abdul Qa>dir al-Rah}ba>wi>, Salat Empat Mazhab, (Edt. X; Jakarta: PT. Pustaka Litera 
AntarNusa, 2008), p. 310. 
3Sulaiman al-Kumayi, Salat Penyembuhan dan Penyembahan, (Edt. IX: Erlangga, 2007), 
p. 171. 
4Abu Sabila, Dahsyatnya Keberkahan Tahajud, Dhuha dan Sedekah, (Edt. I; 
Yogyakarta: Semesta Hikamah, 2016), p. 3. 
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regular basis can gain strong physical energy, especially in maintaining the 
balance of blood pressure in their unfit condition.5 Thus, Allah recommends to 
qiya>m al-lail due to its positive effect on health. The reason Rasulullah pbuh., 
encouraged us to qiya>m al-lail for our body can throw away any diseases. Below 
is an example of hadith this research refers to in the correlation of qiya>m al-lail 
to human immunity: 
 ُﻘﻟا ٍﺪ ﻤَﺤُﻣ ْﻦَﻋ ،ٍْﺲَُﺧ ُﻦْ ُﺮَْﻜ َﺎَﻨﺛ ﺪَ :َلَﺎﻗ ِْﴬﻨﻟا ُﻮﺑ#$ َﺎَﻨﺛ ﺪَ :َلَﺎﻗ ٍﻊﻴَِﻣ ُْﻦ ُﺪَْﲪ#$ َﺎَﻨﺛ ﺪَ ، ِِّﳾَﺮ
ﻴِﺑَر ْﻦَﻋ َﲅَﺳَو ِﻪَْﻴَﻠ0 ُ 1ا ﲆَﺻ ِ 1ا َلﻮُﺳَر ن#$ ،ٍلَﻼِﺑ ْﻦَﻋ ، ِِّﱐَﻻَْﻮﳋا َﺲ9ِرْد ;
ا ِﰊ#$ ْﻦَﻋ ،َﺪِﻳَﺰ? ِﻦِ َﺔَﻌ 
 :َلَﺎﻗ» ِ 1ا َﱃ
;
ا ٌَﺔﺑُْﺮﻗ ِﻞْﻴﻠFا َمَﺎHِﻗ ن
;
اَو ، َُْﲂﻠJَْﻗ َﲔLِِﻟﺎ ﺼﻟا ُب#$َد ُﻪ ﻧ
;
َﺎﻓ ِﻞْﻴﻠFا ِمَﺎHِﻘِﺑ ُْﲂَْﻴَﻠ0 ْﻦَﻋ ٌةَﺎْﳯَﻣَو ،
 ِﺪََﺴﳉا ِﻦَﻋ ِءا VFِ ٌةَدَﺮْﻄَﻣَو ،ِتَﺎY ِّ ﺴﻠFِ ٌﲑِﻔَْﻜ\َو ،ِْﰒ ;
ﻻا6 
Meaning: 
Narrated by Tirmiz\i, told us Ahmad bin Mani>´ , told us Abu> al-Nad}r, told us 
Bakr bin Khunais from Muhammad al-Qurasyi> from Rabi>´ ah bin Yazi>d 
from Abi> Idri>s al-Khaula>ni>, from Bila>l that the Rasulullah pbuh., Said: it is 
advised unto you to wake up in the midnight, because it is the habit of the 
righteous before you. Verily the night prayer draws closer to Allah and 
prevents from sin, removes the error and rejects the illness from the body. 
The hadith narrated by Tirmiz\i that the Prophet gave us an opportunity to 
learn more about qiya>m al-lail´s relation to science. The sentence “mat}radatu 
lidda>´ i ´an al-jasad” means: “expel disease from the body.” Rasulullah pbuh., 
guarantees that qiya>m al-lail contains medication and therapy. Eventually, 
modern medical recognized that qiya>m al-lail improves immunity, reduces stress 
                                                 
5Halik, Hadis  tentang Salat sebagai Obat (Suatu Kajian Tahli>li>), Skripsi (Makassar: Fak. 
Ushuluddin, Filsafat dan politik, 2017), p. 3. 
6Muhammad Ibn ´I>sa Ibn Saurah Ibn Mu>sa Ibn al-D{ahha>k, Sunan al-Tirmiz\i, vol. V, 
(Edt. II; Mesir: Syirkah Maktabah wa Mat}ba´ah Mus}t}afa> al-Ba>bi> al-Halbi>, 1945), p. 552. 
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and increases life expectancy.7 Therefore, qiya>m al-lail has many benefits which 
proves that it contains elements of meditation and relaxation.8  
Qiya>m al-lail contains meditation and relaxation aspects which for 
reducing stress because both of them have of pineal gland. By looking carefully 
at the activities, every utterance and movement performed by an individual in 
qiya>m al-lail truly brings powerful therapy. According to scientists that qiya>m 
al-lail is good for children, adults, elderly and pregnant women9. In short, Allah 
has designed qiya>m al-lail as the facility to maintain the stamina and vitality of 
the righteous people.10  
This research specifically focus on praying, but today there has not been 
revealed on the mechanism of the relation between two terms are qiya>m al-lail 
and human immunity. So, it is interesting from the writer to describes this 
problem. 
B. Problem Statements 
Based on the explanation above, the writer formulates some research 
questions: 
1. How is the quality of qiya>m al-lail hadith? 
2. How is the correlation of qiya>m al-lail to human immunity in hadith 
perspective? 
  
                                                 
7Siti Chodijah, “Konsep Shalat Tahajud Melalui Pendekatan Psikoterapi Hubungannya 
Dengan Psikologi  Kesehatan (Penelitian Di Klinik Terapi Tahajud)”, 
https://jurnal.unimus.ac.id/index.php/psn12012010/article/view/2323(2017), p. 422. 
8Ahmad Jaelani, Misteri Keajaiban Tahajud Duha dan Puasa, (Edt. I; Yogyakarta: al-
Fatihah, 2015), p. 17. 
9Moh. Saleh, Terapi Salat Tahajud, (Edt. I; Jakarta: Anggota IKAPI, 2006), p. 12. 
10Moh. Saleh, Terapi Salat Tahajud, p. 6. 
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C. Focus Description of Research 
Before continuing this research further, the writer provides several 
operational definitions, as follows: 
1. Correlation 
Correlation have a close connection.11 Correlation is a connection 
between two or more things, often one in which on of them causes or influences 
the other.12 The meaning of correlation in this writing is a way to connect of 
something. 
2. Qiya>m al-Lail 
Qiya>m  is waking up and al-lail is night or midnight.13 So, qiya>m al-lail 
means spending the midnight to perform worship after resting.14 According to 
writer that qiya>m al-lail is praying at midnight after resting. 
3. Human Immunity 
Human immunity is the natural (body) resistance to disease (natural on 
human being). This particular condition is concerned with the protection of the 
human body.15 
4. Hadith Perspective 
Hadith perspective is comprehension. According to the writer that hadith 
perspective is a model of thinking which focuses on modulation observation. In 
the development of basic hadith concept such as the prophet´s biography, deeds, 
                                                 
11Edinburgh Gate, Longman Handy Learner´s Dictionary of American English, (Edt. I; 
England: Library of Congress cataloging ,1993), p. 93. 
12Teamwork of Cambridge University, Cambridge Advanced Learner Dictonary, vol. III, 
(Edt. I; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), p. 314. 
13Ahmad Warson Munawwir, al-Munawwir Kamus Arab-Indonesia, (Edt. XIV; 
Surabaya: Pustaka Progressif, 1997), p. 1174 & 1302. 
14Maraqi al-Fala>h, al-Maus}u>´ ah al-Fiqhiyah al-Kuwaitiyah, p.117 
15Syaifuddin, Fungsi Sistem Tubuh Manusia, (Edt. I; Jakarta: Widya Medika, 2002), p. 
1. 
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news, statements and actions16, whether related with law or not. So, this study is 
a tool in understanding a text.17 
D. Scope  
This study describes of the correlation of qiya>m al-lail to human 
immunity in the hadith perspective through exploring the reachable related 
literature. That are: al-Fath} al-Kabi>r, Tuh}fat al-Asyra>f bi al-Ma´rifah al-At}ra>f, 
Kanzu al-´Umma>l fi> Sunan al-Aqwa>l wa al-Af´a>l >, Silsilah al-Ah}a>dis\i al-D{a´ifah 
wa al-Maudu>´ ah. Then, explaining about the hadith of qiya>m al-lail in hadith 
book and engage the hadith with the scientific research. 
E. Literatures Review 
In this research, based on references that describe the qiya>m al-lail to 
human imunity on hadiths, such as: 
Immunology and Immunopathology Basic Concepts by Yoshitsugi 
Hokama and Robert M. Nakamura, M.D. The book explains about complex 
concepts of immunity, like gives us understanding of theory and example of 
immunity from immunologists and immunopathologists. 
Imunobiologi by Subowo, this book describes from the basic about 
immunity with such significant information, followed by his own verdict on each 
individual. 
Shalat Malam Panduan Lengkap Tahajud dan Witir by Yusni A. Ghazali 
and Ibnu Sabil in 2013. This book explains about night prayer which is using 
health science in research tehnique. 
                                                 
16Syuhudi Ismail, Pengantar Ilmu Hadits, (Edt. X; Bandung: Offiset Angkasa, 1994) , p. 
2. 
17Abdul Fatah Idris, Hadis-Hadis Prediktif & Teknis Studi Pemikiran Fazlur Rahman, 
(Edt. I; Semarang: Pustaka Rizki Putra, 2012), p. 26. 
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Terapi Salat Tahajud by Moh. Sholeh. The writer takeks it as a reference 
because in one of its parts, discussing about human immunity. This book 
explains comprehensively, but it did not use of hadith perspective in 
methodology. 
At a Glance Imunologi by J.H.L Playfair and B.M. Chain. This book gives 
information about diagram of immunity, as using pictures to show us of process 
of immune in our body. 
The Concept of Tahajud Prayer Through Psychotherapy Approach in 
Relationship with Psychological Health by Siti Chodijah in 2017. She describes 
about the benefit tahajud prayer which influence a healthy mentality, it can also 
provide great benefits on physical health. 
The differences of references to this research are use: the first is tehnique, 
the writer uses of takhrij al-hadis\ method to observation. The second is approach, 
the writer uses of hadith science and health science. The writer finds that the 
book which explains this object matter specific, the writer takes this title as the 
object matter to explain. 
F. Research of Methodology 
1. Scientific approach 
The researcher uses a descriptive approach by the data collection using 
desktop research18. So, the writer aims to do of al-naqd al-sanad19 (validity of 
narrator) and al-naqd al-matan20 (validity of contents), in order to find the 
quality of the hadith by its describing aspect. 
                                                 
18Desktop research is library research which is using data collecting from other books. 
19Naqd al-sanad  or critique of al-sanad which to do select of narator quality. In Syuhudi 
Ismail, Kaedah Kesahihan Sanad Hadis Telaah Kritis dan Tinjauan dengan Pendekatan Ilmu 
Sejarah, (Edt. II; Jakarta: Bulan Bintang, 1995) , p. 95. 
20Naqd al-matn in orientalis world is not new method which including: political, science 
or sosio-culture. In Kasman, Hadits dalam Pandangan Muhammadiyah, (Edt. I; Yogyakarta: 
Mitra Pustaka, 2012), p. 48. 
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2. Data collecting  
To collect data and information for this research, the writer needs to do 
desktop research which include primary and secondary sources.  
The primary ones are of hadiths which include of: S{ah{i>h{ al-Bukha>ri>, S{ah{i>h{ 
Muslim, Sunan Abu> Da>ud, Sunan al-Turmuz\i>, Sunan al-Nasa>´ i>, Sunan Ibn Ma>jah, 
Musnad Ah{mad Ibn Hanbal, Muwat}t}a Ima>m Ma>lik, Sunan al-Da>rimi>, Kutub al-
Albani, Kutub al-T{abara>ni and Kutub al-Baih}aqi.  
The secondary books can be used as supporting data for further 
explanation which can be any kinds of book seither directly or indirectly 
connected to the subject matter. 
3. Data Analysis 
The study uses qualitative method by describing validity to one aspect of 
the Prophet´s hadiths. So, judging by its objectives, it can be stated this is a 
source study (script study). As follows: 
a. Science of Hadith 
The writer uses of books, including ´Ilm Ma´a>ni, ´Ilm Rija>l al-H{adis\, ´Ilm 
Takhri>j al-H{adis\, T{ibbu al-Naba>wi and other books which have related in 
authentic of al-sanad  and al-matan.  
b. Science of Health 
The main activities in the  process using a scientific approach, as follows: 
First, explore information: can be done through reading, observing 
activities, certain object, obtain information, process data and present the result 
in the form writing.  
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Second, associate: can be done through data analysis activities, 
categorize, create categories, conclude and predict or estimate.  
Third, communicate, as a means of conveying conceptualization results in 
oral, written, sketchy and graphic forms. 
4. Research Technique 
This research uses the method of studying the manuscript, as follows: 
The first, compiling the hadith data related to the correlation of qiya>m al-
lail to human immunity through the activity of takhri>j al-h\adi>s21. In this research, 
employs two methods of takhri>j, as follows: 
a) Theme based method to the book of Ka>nzu al-Umma>l by Ali bin H}isam al-Din 
Abdu al-Malik al-H}indi. 
b) Quality based method to the book of al-Ah}a>dis\i al-D{a´ifah wa al-Maudu>´ ah. 
In addition, the writer completes the takhri>j above by using digital research, 
the electronic book program which contains the hadiths of the Prophet, related 
to the correlation of qiya>m al-lail to human immunity in the form of al-
Maktabah al-Sya>milah, Mausu>´ ah al-Hadis\ and books of hadith in the PDF 
format. 
The second, classifying the hadith then doing the i´tibar al-sanad22 which 
is equipped with al-sanad scheme. Then conducting hadith critique by doing al-
sanad research as biographical narrator and clerical assessment. So, comparing 
the various hadiths from books of hadiths, then completing the discussion with 
the verses and relevant supporting hadith about the correlation of qiya>m al-lail to 
                                                 
21Takhrij al-h\adi>s is prove of hadith existence in primer source which including al-sanad. 
In Mahmu>d al-T{ah}h}a>n, Us}u>l al-Takhri>j wa Dira>sah al-Asa>ni>d, (Edt. III; Riya>d}: Maktabah al-
Mu´a>rif linasyr wa al-Tauri>´ , 1996), p. 10. 
22I´tibar is to know of condition sanad which determine of proponent like mutabi´ and 
syahid. In M. Syuhudi Ismail, Metodologi Penelitian Hadis Nabi, (Edt. X; Bandung: Angkasa, 
1994), p. 52. 
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human immunity. The last, collaborating the contents of hadith about qiya>m al-
lail in the concept of correlation of qiya>m al-lail to human immunity. 
G. Research Purposes and Benefits 
The purposes of this research, are: 
1. Research Purposes 
a. To describe the quality of qiya>m al-lail  hadith. 
b. To explore the correlation of qiya>m al-lail to human immunity in the 
hadith perspective. 
The benefits of this research, are: 
2. Benefits of Research 
The benefits in this research, among others: 
a. It is expected to deepen and broaden the Muslim insight about the 
understanding of the hadith about the qiya>m al-lail to reducing disease in 
terms of the quality of the hadith, the evidence and the scope of meaning. 
b. Making religion as a foundation for generating a theory. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
According to Mulyadhi that, the current development of all religions can 
be no longer confined to a single source of truth that is the original source. It 
must open to sources of truth and wisdom from the outside as the proof of other 
science, as long as the outside sources are not incompatible in Islam.23 
A. The Concept of Qiya>m al-Lail 
1. The Existence of Qiya>m al-Lail 
According to Ibn Faris that qiya>m al-lail word, he translates as praying. 
Therefore qiya>m al-lail is defined as pray at night.24 Allah (the Most Exalted) 
said in the Qs. Al-Sajadah: 16, 
 ِﻊِﺟﺎﻀَْﻤﻟا ِﻦَﻋ ْﻢُُﲠُﻮُﺟ ﰱﺎdََﺘﺗ 
Translation: 
They arise from [their] beds25… 
According to Mujahid and al-Hasan said that it means night praying.26 
Ibn Kas\ir explained that the verse the meaning is qiya>m al-lail, leaving sleep and 
rest upon a soft and flat furnishing.27 
                                                 
23Budi Handrianto, Islamisasi Sains, (Edt. I; Jakarta Timur: Pustaka al-Kautsar, 2010), p. 
215. 
24Hasbi ash-Shiddieqy, Pedoman Shalat, (Edt. XXIII; Jakarta: PT. Bulan Bintang, 1994), 
p. 535. 
25Translation from “Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is 
www.ShareIslam.com). (07 August 2018). 
26“Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is www.ShareIslam.com). (07 
August 2018). 
27“Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is www.ShareIslam.com). (07 
August 2018). 
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Qiya>m al-lail consists of intentions, activities, thoughts, words and 
symbolic movements28 all of which are centered in God, then commonly referred 
to as an existential ascension. 29 
In the book of Islam history, it explains that the Prophet pbuh., 
established qiya>m al-lail before ordered to pray five times a day. He performed it 
in Mecca (before it is compulsory for the Muslims of Madinah).30 Thus, in the 
narration of Ibn ´Abba>s31 said that qiya>m al-lail was obligated for the Prophet 
pbuh., and muslims in the early period of Islam, then replaced with the order to 
pray five times a day, as  Allah (God Almighty) said in Qs. Al-Muzammil/73:1-3, 
as follows: 
 ﻞﻣﺰﳌا ﺎﳞ$ٔj(1)  ﰴ ﻞﻴﻟا o ﻼﻴﻠﻗ(2)  ﻪﻔﺼﻧ ﺺﻘﻧوا ﻪﻣ ﻼﻴﻠﻗ(3)    
Translation: 
O you who wraps himself [in clothing], Arise [to pray] the night, except for 
a little - Half of it - or subtract from it a little32.33  
Interpreted by al-Zamaksyari34 that the word of al-muzammil means one 
night the Messenger of God was resting in his blanket. The word of qum-qiya>m 
                                                 
28Masrukin Ali Shafi´i, 7 Tahap Kesempurnaan Hidup Menuju Kebahagiaan Tanpa 
Batas, (Edt. II; Semarang: Pustaka Nuun, 2011), p. 110. 
29Maulana Muhammad Imran, Menggapai Cinta Ilahi Dengan Sholat Tahajjud, (Edt. III; 
Yogyakarta: Pustaka Mitra, 2007), p. 283. 
30Masrukin Ali Shafi´i, 7 Tahap Kesempurnaan Hidup Menuju Kebahagiaan Tanpa 
Batas, p. 110. 
31A muslim scholarship (ulama>´) of sunni view him as the most knowledgeable of the 
companions in tafsir. 
32Translation from “Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is 
www.ShareIslam.com). (07 August 2018). 
33Syih}a>b al-Di>n Mahmu>d bin Abdullah al-H{usaini> al-Alu>si>, Ru>h} al-Ma>'ani> Tafsir fi> al-
Qur´a>n al-´Az}i>m wa al-Sab´i al-Mas\a>ni>, juz. XV, (Edt. I; Beirut: Da>r al-´Ilmiah 1415 H), p. 112. 
34He was a great authority on the Arabic language as well as a rationalist the logic. 
http://en.m.wikipedia.org, p. 489. 
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is stand up and then lail is night35. Therefore, it means steadfast in prayer at 
night. 
The Prophet pbuh., means that time has done qiya>m al-lail for ten years, 
as a command of Allah.36 The companions of the Prophet until the revelation of 
the Qs. Al-Muzammil/73: 20 as follows: 
  ﱏد$ٔ مﻮﻘﺗ ﻚﻧ$ٔ ﲅﻌﻳ ﻚﺑر نٕاﻚﻌﻣ ﻦ?vا ﻦﻣ ﺔﻔﺋﺎﻃو ﻪﺜﻠﺛو ﻪﻔﺼﻧو ﻞﻴﻠFا ﱻﻠﺛ ﻦﻣ.... 
Translation: 
Surely your Lord knows that you remain standing (qiya>m al-lail) for nearly 
two, third of the night and (sometimes) or one third of it and so doth a 
party of those (of your believing companions who are with you)37...  
From this verse describes about time of to qiya>m al-lail, procedure and 
mitigation about qiya>m al-lail loads after ten years. Still and all the Messenger of 
Allah pbuh., to perfoming qiya>m al-lail, although Allah has given waivers namely 
convicted sunah.38 
  
                                                 
35M. Quraish Shihab, Tafsir al-Mishbah, Vol. XIV, (Edt. IV; Jakarta: Lentera Hati, 
2002), p. 403 & 404. 
36Masrukin Ali Shafi´i, 7 Tahap Kesempurnaan Hidup Menuju Kebahagiaan Tanpa 
Batas, p. 110. 
37Kementerian Agama RI, al-Jamil al-Qur´an Tajwid Warna, Terjemah Perkata dan 
Terjemah Iggris, juz. XXIX, (Bekasi: Cipta Bagus Segara, 2012), p. 575. 
38Jawwad ´Ali, Sejarah Salat, (Edt. I; Tangerang: Lentera Hati, 2010), p. 47. 
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2. The Highly Recommended of Qiya>m al-Lail 
The Qur´an and the hadith describe the recommendation to qiya>m al-
lail,39 as follows: 
 ُ 1ا ﲆَﺻ ِ 1ا ُلﻮُﺳَر َﴗْﻣ#$ َلَﺎﻗ َﺮ َُﲻ ِْﻦا ِﻦَﻋ ٍﺪِﻫﺎdَُﻣ ْﻦَﻋ ٍﻞْﻴَُﻀﻓ ْﻦَﻋ ِءﺎَﺸِْﻌﻟا ِةَﻼَﺼِﺑ َ ﲅَﺳَو ِﻪَْﻴَﻠ0
 ََﻘﻓ َجَﺮَﺧ ُﰒ َنوُﺪ ِdََّﳤُْﻤﻟا َﺪ dََﲥَو َنﻮُﻤِﺋﺎﻨﻟا َمََو ُﻆِﻘHَْْﺴُْﻤﻟا ََﻆﻘHَْْﺳاَو ِّﲇَﺼُْﻤﻟا ﲆَﺻ ﱴَﺣ ْن#$ َﻻَْﻮﻟ َلﺎ
 َﻫ ْو#$ َﺖْﻗَْﻮﻟا اَﺬَﻫ اﻮﻠَُﺼﻳ ْن#$ ُْﻢُﲥْﺮَﻣ#$ ِﱵ ﻣ$ ََﲆ0 ﻖُﺷ#$اَذ َﻮ َْﳓ ْو#$ َةَﻼ ﺼﻟا ِﻩِﺬ40 
Meaning: 
Through Fud{ail from Muja>h{id from Ibn ‘Umar said Rasulullah pbuh., end 
the prayer Isya until s}ah}abah there who are praying, wake up from sleep 
and some who do tahajud prayer (qiya>m al-lail). The prophet pbuh., then 
said: “if i do not worry about incriminating my people, I will order them to 
perform the pray at this time or such as it. 
The hadith above be explanation in the Qs. Al-Insan/76: 26, that 
ﻼﻳﻮﻃ ﻼﻴﻟ ﻪLﺒﺳو  ﺪﲭﺎﻓ ﻞﻴﻠFا ﻦﻣو 
Translation: 
And prostrate yourselves before him for part of the night and give Him 
glorify for long hours of the night.41  
The verse explains about the basic technicality of qiya>m al-lail to worship 
God at night as prostration and remembrance (z\ikir).42  
3. Time and Form of Qiya>m al-Lail Rak´ahs (the number of rak´ahs) 
The Prophet pbuh., has explained that to do qiya>m al-lail is better at the 
third last night.43 Qiya>m al-lail can be done either at the beginning of the night, 
                                                 
39Nasrudin, 5 Salat Pembangun Jiwa, (Edt. I: Qultum Media, 2017), p. 110. 
40Abu ‘Abdullah Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Hanbal bin Hila>l, Musnad al-Ima>m Ahmad 
bin Hanbal, juz. VIII, (Edt. I; Muassisah al-Risa>lah, 2001), p. 442. 
41Abu Muhammad al-H{usain Mas´u>d al-Bag}awi>, Mu´a>limu al-Tanzi>l fi Tafsi>r al-Qur´a>n, 
juz. III, p. 453. 
42M. Quraish Shihab, Tafsir al-Mishbah, vol. XIV, p. 584. 
43Abdul Qa>dir al-Rah}ba>wi>, Salat Empat Mazhab, (Edt. X; Jakarta: PT. Pustaka Litera 
AntarNusa, 2008), p. 310. 
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in the middle or at the end of the night,44 as it is explained in the hadith narrated 
by Abu Hurairah, the Prophet pbuh., said: 
 ﱃﺎﻌﺗو كرﺎﺒﺗ ﺎﻨﺑر لﲋﻳ) :لﺎﻗ ﲅﺳو ﻪﻴﻠ0 ﷲ ﲆﺻ ﷲ لﻮﺳر ن$ٔ ﻪﻨﻋ ﷲ ﴈر ةﺮ?ﺮﻫ ﰊ$ٔ ﻦﻋ
 ? ﺐﻴﺠﺘٔﺳ ﻓ ﱐﻮﻋﺪﻳ ﻦﻣ :لﻮﻘHﻓ ,ﲑ¢£ٔا ﻞﻴﻠFا ﺚﻠﺛ ﻰﻘﺒﻳ ﲔ ﺎﻴﻧ¦ا ءﲈﺴﻟا ﱃٕا ¨ﻴﻟ ﰻ ﰲ
ٔﻟ ﺴ9 ﻦﻣوﻪﻴﻄٔﻋ ﻓ ﲏ. .( ﺮﻔٔﻏ ﻓ ﱐﺮﻔﻐﺘﺴ9 ﻦﻣو45 
Meaning: 
Abu Hurairah ra said that the Prophet pbuh., said: Our Lord every night 
falls to the heaven in a third night's end and then saying, "Whoever prays 
to Me, surely accepted, whoever appealed to me, surely I give and those 
who seek forgiveness to me ". (Hadith Jama´ah). 
Hadith discussing the time particularly for qiya>m al-lail at one third of 
the last night. Another hadiths also explain other time other than already, 
discussed: 
 ﺎﻨﺛ :لﺎﻗ نﺎHﻔﺳ ﺎﻨﺛ :لﺎﻗ يﺪﻴﶵا ﺎﻨﺛﺪ ,ﺢﻴﺒﺻ ﻦ ﲅﺴﻣ ﻦﻋ ,سﺎﻄﺴ³ ﻦ ﺪﻴﺒﻋ ﻦ رﻮﻔﻌﻳ ﻮﺑ$ٔ
ﺔﺸ´ﺎ0 ﻦﻋ» : ﱃٕا ﻩﺮ\و ﻰµﳤ¶ﺎﻓ ,ﲅﺳو ﻪﻴﻠ0 ﷲ ﲆﺻ ﷲ لﻮﺳر ﺮ\و$ٔ ﺪﻗ ﻞﻴﻠFا ﰻ ﻦﻣ
ﺮﺤﺴﻟا«46 
Meaning: 
Al-Humaidi has told to us Sufya>n has told us Abu Ya´fu>r bin ´Ubaid bin 
Nast}a>s from Muslim bin Subaih from ´Aisyah said: Every night the 
Messenger of Allah, performed witir and ended his witir until dawn 
(sahur)" 
According to Muhammad Fu´ad ´Abdu al-Baqi that time of night divided 
into the early, mid or late night, until time to fajr pray.47  
                                                 
44Sulaiman al-Kumayi, Salat Penyembuhan dan Penyembahan, (Edt. IX; Publishing, 
2007), p. 171. 
45Na>s}ir bin ´Abdulkari>m al-Ali al-´Aql, Syarh}u ´Aqi>dah al-Sulfi As}ha>bi al-Hadi>s\, juz. VI, 
p. 3. 
46Abu> Bakr Abdullah bin al-Zubair bin ´I<sa bin ´Ubaidillah al-Qurasyi> al-Asadi> al-
H{umaidi>, Musnad al-H{umaidi >, juz. I, (Edt. I; Su>riya: Da>r al-Saqqa>, 1996), p. 252. 
47Muslim Ibn al-H{ajja>j Abu al-H{asan al-Qusyairi> al-Naisa>bu>ri>, al-Musnad al-S{ahi>h al-
Mukhtas}ar bi al-Naql al-´Adl ´an al-´Adl ila> Prophet, the Quran. I, (Beirut: Da>r al-Tura>s\ al-
´Arabi>, w.y), p. 512. 
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The implementation of qiya>m al-lail, the Prophet pbuh., pointed out some 
hadiths in the form of qiya>m al-lail. Among others: 
a) 11 units (rak´ahs) i.e. 4-4-3 format 
 ,ﺔﻤﻠﺳ ﰊ$ٔ ﻦﻋ ,ﺪﻴﻌﺳ ﻦﻋ ,¸ﺎﻣ ﺎﻨﺛﺪ :لﺎﻗ ,ﻦﲪﺮﻟا ﺪﺒﻋ ﺎﻨﺛﺪ :لﺎﻗ ,ﲇ0 ﻦ وﺮﲻ ﱪ¢$ٔ
 ﷲ لﻮﺳر ةﻼﺻ ﰼ ,ﺔﺸ´ﺎ0 ﺖٔﻟ ﺳ :لﺎﻗ ﲆﺻ ﷲ لﻮﺳر نﰷ ﺎﻣ :ﺖﻟﺎﻗ ?ﲅﺳو ﻪﻴﻠ0 ﷲ ﲆﺻ
 ,ﺔﻌ¼ر ةﴩﻋ ىﺪٕا ﲆ0 ,ﻩﲑ¿ ﻻو ,نﺎﻀﻣر ﰲ ﺪﻳﺰ? ﲅﺳو ﻪﻴﻠ0 ﷲ» ﻦﻋ ٔل ﺴÀ ﻼﻓ ,ﺎﻌﺑر$ٔ ﲇﺼﻳ
Áﻼﺛ ﲇﺼﻳ ﰒ ,ﻦﻬﻟﻮﻃو ﻦﳯﺴﺣ ﻦﻋ ٔل ﺴÀ ﻼﻓ ,ﺎﻌﺑٔر$ ﲇﺼﻳ ﰒ ,ﻦﻬﻟﻮﻃو ﻦﳯﺴﺣ«48  
Meaning: 
Amr Ibn ´Ali has reported us ´Abdurrahman, has told us from Ma>lik from 
Sa´i>d from Abu Salamah said that I asked to ´A@isyah, how many rak´ahs of 
Prophet´s pray. ´Aisyah answered: Prophet never add (cycles), both in 
Ramad}an and another month, over eleven (11) cycles. He prayed four (4) 
raka´ahs, do not ask the good and the length. Then he prayed three cycles. 
(HR. Al-Nasa´i) 
By paying attention to the hadith text above that both in Ramad}an month 
and outside of the Ramad}an, the Prophet pbuh., do qiya>m al-lail with four (4) 
rak´ahs then four rak´ahs and ended with three (3) witir49. 
b) 13 units (rak´ahs) i.e. 8-5 format 
 :ﺔﺸ´ﺎ0 ﻦﻋ ,ﻪﻴﺑ$ٔ ﻦﻋ ,مﺎﺸﻫ ﱪ¢$ٔ ,دﲈﺣ ﺎﻨﺛﺪ» ﻦﻣ ﲇﺼﻳ نﰷ ﲅﺳو ﻪﻴﻠ0 ﷲ ﲆﺻ ﷲ لﻮﺳر ن$ٔ
ﲅﺴ9 ﰒ ,ةﺮٓﺧ£ا ﰲ ﺲﻠﳚ ﱴﺣ ﻦﳯﺑ ﺲﻠﳚ ﻻ تاﺪﲭ ﺲﻤﲞ ﺮ\ﻮﻳ نﰷو ,ﺔﻌ¼ر ةﴩﻋ ثﻼﺛ ﻞﻴﻠFا«50 
  
                                                 
48Abu ´Abdurrahman S{uaib bin Ahmad bin Ali al-Khura>sa>ni>, Sunan al-Kubra, juz. I, 
(Edt. I; Beirut: al-Risa Muassisahlah, 2001), p. 240. 
49Berkala Tuntunan Islam: Majelis Tabligh PP Muhammadiyah, Yogyakarta, edition of 
sixth (2012), p. 33. 
50Abu> Ahamad bin Abdullah bin Muhammad bin Hanbal H{ila>l bin Asad al-Syaiba>ni>, 
Musnad of Ibn H{anbal, juz. XXXXII, (Edt. I: Muassisah al-Risa>lah, 2001), p. 171. 
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Meaning: 
Hammad told us, Hisyam reported to us from his father from ´Aisyah: that 
some day the Prophet pbuh., prayed at the night thirteen (13) forming, five 
(5) witir and he did not sit in among the rak´ahs except in the last rak´ahs."  
Noting that the qiya>m al-lail in hadith text there are thirteen (13) rak´ahs 
and consists of eight (8) tahajud and five (5) witir. 
c) 11 units (rak´ahs), i.e. 2-2-2-2-2-1 format 
و ﺐﺋذ ﰊ$ٔ ﻦا ﱐﱪ¢$ٔ :لﺎﻗ ﺐﻫو ﻦا ٔ ﺒﻧ$ٔ :لﺎﻗ حﴪﻟا ﻦ وﺮﲻ ﻦ ﺪﲪ$ٔ ﱪ¢$ٔ  ﺲ³ﻮﻳ
 :ﺖﻟﺎﻗ ﺔﺸ´ﺎ0 ﻦﻋ ,ةوﺮﻋ ﻦﻋ ,ﱒﱪ¢$ٔ بﺎﻬﺷ ﻦا ن$ٔ ,ثرﺎﳊا ﻦ وﺮﲻو» ﷲ ﲆﺻ ﱯﻨﻟا نﰷ
ﲅﺳو ﻪﻴﻠ0  ﰻ ﲔﺑ ﲅﺴ9 ﺔﻌ¼ر ةﴩﻋ ىﺪٕا ﺮﺠﻔﻟا ﱃٕا ءﺎﺸﻌﻟا ةﻼﺻ ﻦﻣ غﺮﻔﻳ ن$ٔ ﲔﺑ Îﻓ ﲇﺼﻳ
ةﺪاﻮﺑ ﺮ\ﻮﻳو ﲔﺘﻌ¼ر51 
Meaning: 
Ahmad bin ´Amru bin Sarh}a said, Ibn Wahb saying that reported to me that 
Ibn Abi Z|i´bin and Yu>nus and ‘Amru bin H{a>ris\ said that Ibn Syih}a>b told to 
them from ´Urwah. ´A@isyah said the Prophet once prayed at the time 
between the completion Isha prayer until dawn (sahur), eleven cycles. He 
greets in every two cycles and one witir. 
Hadith explains that qiya>m al-lail which consist of eleven (11) units 
(rak´ahs) is performed by two rak´ahs until so on, up to ten (10) cycles and ended 
up with one (1) rak´ah of witir.52 
In addition, form of qiya>m al-lail rak´ahs explain about restrictions the 
number to perfomed it, but the writer does not intend to limit, because of the 
number of rak’ahs that most Muslims apply it, as the quotation from the view of 
Imam al-Bukhari in the al-Tah}ajjud book that the routine of the Prophet pbuh 
                                                 
51Abu ´Abdurrahman S{uaib bin Ahmad bin ´Ali al-Khura>sa>n, al-Sunan al-S{ugra linnasai >, 
juz. II, (Edt. II; Halb: Maktabah al-Isla>mi>ah, 1986), p. 30. 
52Hammudah Abdalati, Islam in Focus, (Edt. II; Qatar: The Ministry of Awqaf & Islamic 
Affairs, 1997), p. 79. 
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and Muslims used to perform qiya>m al-lail as many as eleven or thirteen units 
(rak´ahs). 53 
4. The Benefit of Qiya>m al-Lail 
In the al-Qur´an and hadith stated that benefit in the world and hereafter 
(akhirat), as follows: 
a) QS. Al-Isra´/17: 79, as follows: 
ادﻮﶊ ﺎﻣﺎﻘﻣ ﻚﺑر ﻚﺜﻌﺒﻳ ن$ٔ ﴗﻋ ¸ ¨ﻓ ﻪﺑ ﺪdﳤﻓ ﻞﻴﻠFا ﻦﻣو 
Translation: 
And from [part of] the night, pray with it as additional [worship] for you. It 
is expected that your Lord will resurrect you to a praised station.54 
b) Hadith from al-Darimi through ´Abdillah bin Salam, as follows:  
ﻦ ﷲ ﺪﺒﻋ ﻦﻋ ةرارز ﻦﻋ ¨ﻴﲨ ﰊ$ٔ ﻦ فﻮﻋ ﻦﻋ ﺪﻴﻌﺳ ﻦ ﲕﳛ ﻦﻋ مﻼﺳ ﴈر ﷲ ﻪﻨﻋ 
لﺎﻗ: لﻮﺳر ﷲ ﲇﺻ ﷲ ﻪﻴﻠ0 و ﲅﺳ لﻮﻘﻳ «اﻮﺸﻓ$ٔ مﻼﺴﻟا, اﻮﻤﻌﻃ$ٔو مﺎﻌﻄﻟا, اﻮﻠﺻو مﺎر£ٔا, 
اﻮﻠﺻو سﺎﻨﻟاو مﺎﻴﻧ ,اﻮﻠ¢ﺪﺗ ﺔﻨﳉا مﻼﺴÕ» ﻩاورو ﱊرا¦ا55 
Meaning: 
Yahya bin Sa´id told us from of'Auf bin Abi Jamilah from Zurarah of 
Abdullah bin Sala>m said Prophet said that O people, spread salam, feed 
other people and prayer when other people are sleeping undoubtedly you 
will go to heaven safely. (HR. Al-Darimi) 
  
                                                 
53Hamid Ahmad Thahir, Buku Pintar Shalat, (Edt. I; Solo: PT.Aqwam Media Profetika, 
2008), p. 125. 
54“Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is www.ShareIslam.com). (07 
August 2018). 
55´Abdu al-´Azi>z, Muja>nabah Ah}l al-Tubu>r al-Mus}alli>n fi al-Musya>h}id wa al-Qubu´ 
Inda>r, juz. I, (Edt. I; ´Arabiyah al-Su´u>diyah: Maktabah al-Rushd, 2004), p. 314. 
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c) Hadith from Tirmiz\i 
 :لﺎﻗ ﲅﺳو ﻪﻴﻠ0 ﷲ ﲆﺻ ﷲ لﻮﺳر ن$ٔ ,ﺎﳯﻋ ﷲ ﴈر ,ﺔﻣﺎﻣ$ٔ ﰊ$ٔو ,لﻼﺑ ﻦﻋ يﺬﻣﱰﻟا ىور
 ,ﰒٕﻻا ﻦﻋ ةﺎﳯﻣو ,ﷲ ﱃٕا ﺔﺑﺮﻗ ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻗ نٕاو ,ﲂﻠJﻗ ﲔﳊﺎﺼﻟا بٔ$د ﻪﻧٕﺎﻓ ,ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻘﺑ ﲂﻴﻠ0"
 F ﲑﻔﻜ\و ﳉا ﻦﻋ ءاVF ةدﺮﻄﻣو ,تﺎYﺴﻠ"ﺪﺴ56  
Meaning: 
Narrated by Tirmiz\i from Bila>l and Abu Uma>mah. The Prophet pbuh., said: 
"It is upon you to perform night prayer, because it was the practice of the 
righteous people before you. It is a means of obtaining closeness to Allah 
the Exalted, it erases sins, it prevents wrongdoings, and it drives away 
sicknesses from the body."57 [HR. Ah}mad, al-Tirmiz\i and graded saheeh by 
al-Alba>ni] 
d) Abdul Hamid Diyab said that general, when people have a lung disease, it 
would escape the cold to avoid waking the night especially when the rainy 
season. However, qiya>m al-lail is substantively prevents the body from 
pneumonia disease. It will cause the excess moisture and lungs that are part of 
the body will be crushed by the body in the prone position. Therefore, it 
makes the channel clogged and lungs will be moist.58 
In short, based on the benefits of qiya>m al-lail in this life the writer makes 
some points about qiya>m al-lail, as follows: 
1) Boosting immunity 
2) providing strength and sustenance59 
3) leading to glowing and radiant face60 
  
                                                 
56´Ala>´ u al-Di>n ´Ali bin H{isa>m al-Di>n bin Qa>in, Kanzu al-´Umma>l fi Sunani al-Aqwa> wa 
al-Af´a>li, juz. VII, p. 790. 
57“Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is www.ShareIslam.com). (07 
August 2018). 
58Lilis Lisnawati, Generasi Sehat Melalui Imunisasi, p. 37. 
59Sabil el-Ma´ruf, Dahsyatnya Shalat Shubuh & Tahajud, (Edt. I; Bandung: Mizan Main 
Media, 2011), p. 26. 
60Ani, “Kecantikan”, Islam, 2016. 
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The benefits of qiya>m al-lail in the hereafter (akhirat), as follows: 
1) Getting a noble and commendable position61 
2) Rising from the grave with a radiant face 
3) Being lifted to the praiseworthy place62 
B. Scope of Human Immunity 
1. The Understanding of Human Immunity 
Immunology is a new science in the branch of medical science and has a 
good prospect in the future. Since the phenomena of the human immune system 
is not fully understood.63 Immunization is an effort to improve immune from the 
disease. It is used to induce the immune resistance of the body to a specific 
disease. Immune response is a process that accompanies immunity in performing 
pathogen responses64 and immunity derived from the immune that is immune or 
resistant. 
  
                                                 
61Ahmad Sudirman Abbas, The Power of Tahajud Cara & Kisah Nyata Orang-orang 
Sukses, (Edt. VII; Jakarta: QultumMedia, 2008), p. 3. 
62(Ani, 2016). 
63Lilis Lisnawati, Generasi Sehat Melalui Imunisasi, (Edt. I; Jakarta: PT. Trans Info 
Media, 2011), p. 37. 
64Subowo, Imunobiologi, vol. III, (Edt. I; Jakarta: Members IKAPI, 2014), p. 49. 
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Human are living things that have biological characteristics, such as: 
a. There are complex organs, especially the brain, metabolized and dismantled of 
a substance that serves to remove substances that are not needed in the body 
and processes the substances that enter the body. 
b. have a reaction to stimulus from inside and outside the body.65 
Therefore, the based of word immunity and human have involvement in 
the body is reaction to a stimulus. 66 The writer means human immunity is patron 
which resists of viruses in our body. 
2. Types of Human Immunity  
There are two types of immunity in the human, pathogens are destroyed 
before someone get sick: 
a. Passive immunization is result from the acquisition of antibodies from mother 
to child during pregnancy, hence memory cell is not developed and provides 
short-term protection 
Examples of passive immunity: 
1) Natural: receiving antibodies from another organism (i.e. to the foetus via 
the colostrum or a newborn via breast milk). 
2) Artificial: receiving manufactured antibodies via external delivery (i.e blood 
transfusions of monoclonal antibodies) 
b. Active immunization involves the production of antibodies by the body itself, 
the subsequent development of memory cells and provides lasting protection. 
                                                 
65Maskoeri Jasin, Ilmu Alamiah Dasar, (Edt. XIX; Jakarta: PT. RajaGrafindo Persada, 
2011), p. 1. 
66Indro Handojo, Pengantar Imunosasi Dasar, (Edt. III; Surabaya: Airlanggah: Airlangga 
University Press, 2003), p. 1. 
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Examples of active immunity: 
1) Natural: producing antibodies in response to exposure to a pathogenic 
infection (i.e challenge and response) 
2) Artificial: producing antibodies in response to the controlled exposure to an 
attenuated pathogen (i.e vaccination) 
3. The Components of the Human Immunity 
Five major classes of immunoglobulins have been recognized (IgG, IgA, 
IgM, IgD and IgE) for antibody. As follows: 
a) Immunoglobulin G (IgG) 
In the human body there are 70% IgG that is inherited antibody in 
transplacental way from mother to fetus. Beside, IgG can also be found in breast 
milk (colostrum) as a protector for the newborn. It is found in all body fluids and 
protection against bacterial and infections. 
b) Immunoglobulin M (IgM) 
It is a nimble antibody that in nimble in rejecting antigen. IgM is 
effective against viruses or bacteria. However, it is not capable of such inherited 
from the mother to the fetus because it does not cross the placenta but found 
mainly in blood and lymph fluids. 
c) Immunoglobulin A (IgA) 
These immunoglobulin presents in the sperm, urine, colostrum, mucous 
membranes of the lungs and gastrointestinal tract (gut). It is more functions 
externally in liquid excretions.  
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d) Immunoglobulin D (IgD) 
The immunoglobulin in normal human immunity is only 1%. However, in 
the sick human body can be found in high number and very small amounts are 
secreted as antibody and its function is unknown.67 
e) Immunoglobulin E (IgE) 
The immunoglobulin includes a very small number of serum. However, it 
is important clinically because when it binds to the antigen, it causes an allergic 
reaction caused by the binding of chemical mediators such as histamine and 
serotonin.68 
The writer means, from the various of human immunity above the most 
dominance in our body of the human immunity are IgM and IgG which they are 
be patron of person. 
4. The Function of Human Immunity 
Physiologically, the reaction immunity serving to protect the body 
against the resistance of germs can be contagious.69 Even against infectious 
germs70, the functions included in the short term goals. Meanwhile for long term 
goal it function as eradication.71  
  
                                                 
67Henderson, Dictionary of Biology, (Edt. XV; Malaysia: Library of Congress 
Cataloging, 2010),  p. 321. 
68Soedarto, Alergi dan Penyakit Sistem Imun, (Edt. I; Jakarta: Sagung Seto, 2012), p. 6. 
69Sri Rezeki, Pedoman Imunisasi di Indonesia, (Edt. I; Indonesia: Badan Penerbit Ikatan 
Dokter Anak Indonesia, 2011), p. 24. 
70Abul K. Abbas, Andrew H. Lichtman and Shiv Pillai, Cellular and Molecular 
Immunology, vol. VII, (Edt. IX; America; United States of America, 2012), p. 1. 
71Total elimination of the part and the whole host disease or to eradicate a disease. 
When the crop eradication in action to the root. 
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In general, the division of function, as follows: 
a) The function of resilience, it is in theform of effort to fight against foreign 
objects both in terms of prevention and dissemination to all body tissues. 
b) Oversight function it is in the form of response to viruses or chemicals 
influence. Typically, this is influenced by environmental, nutritional and 
physiological factors 
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CHAPTER III 
THE TRACKING OF HADITH 
A. Methods of Takhri>j al-Hadis\ 
To understanding properly of hadiths along with their sources are several 
methods of takhri>j which can be used to explore in depth72. The writer means of 
the tracking of hadith word is the act of ascertaining to hadith which found in 
primary hadith source. 
The hadith in research: 
 ﱄﺎﻌﺗ ﷲ ﱄٕا ﺔﺑﺮﻗ و ﲂﻠJﻗ ﲔﳊﺎﺼﻟا ب$ٔد ﻪﻧٕﺎﻓ ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻘﺑ ﲂﻴﻠ0 ﲑﻔﻜ\ و ﰒٕﻻا ﻦﻋ ةﺎﳯﻣو
ﺪﺴﳉا ﻦﻋ ءاVF ةدﺮﻄﻣو تﺎﻴﺴﻠF73 
Meaning: 
It is upon you to perform night prayer, because it was the practice of the 
righteous people before you. It is a means of obtaining closeness to Allah 
the Exalted, it erases sins, it prevents wrongdoings, and it drives away 
sicknesses from the body."[Narrated by Ah}mad, al-Tirmiz\i and graded 
saheeh by al-Alba>ni]74 
The following step are used takhri>j, the writer uses of the methods are: 
theme based method and quality based method.75 This research, however only 
uses the following two methods. 
  
                                                 
72Abustani and Ode Ilyas Ismail Ahmad, Introduction to the Science of Hadith, p. 119  
& 120.  
73´Ala>´ u al-Di>n ´Ali bin H{isa>m al-Di>n bin Qa>in, Kanzu al-´Umma>l fi Sunani al-Aqwa>wa 
al-Af´a>li, juz. VII, p. 790. 
74“Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is www.ShareIslam.com). (07 
August 2018). 
75Mahmu>d al-T{ah}h}a>n, Us}ul Takhrij wa al-Dira> lawful al-Asa>ni>d, (Edt. III; Riya>d}: 
Maktabah al-Ma' rif lilnasyr wa al-Tauri>'i, 1996), p. 35. 
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1. Theme Based Method 
As a result in the chapter of Fi S{alah al-Nawa>fili on Fi Qiya>m al-Lail and 
in the book of Kanz\ al-'Ummal, there are three hadiths, as follows:  
First, hadith number of 21409, located in vol. Seven, page 786. 
21409-  ,ﰒٕﻻا ﻦﻋ ةﺎﳯﻣو ﱃﺎﻌﺗ ﷲ ﱃٕا ﺔﺑﺮﻗو ﲂﻠJﻗ ﲔﳊﺎﺼﻟا ب$ٔد ﻪﻧٕﺎﻓ ,ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻘﺑ ﲂﻴﻠ0
,تﺎYﺴﻠF ﲑﻔﻜ\و ةدﺮﻄﻣو ءاVF ﻦﻋ ﺪﺴﳉا.) ﰘ, ت, ك, ﻖﺣ, ﻦﻋ لﻼﺑ: ت, ك, ﻖﺣ, ﻦﻋ 
ﰊ$ٔ ﺔﻣﺎﻣ$ٔ: ﻦٕا ﺮÞﺎﺴﻋ ﻦﻋ ﰊ$ٔ ءادر¦ا: ﺐﻃ ﻦﻋ نÎﻠﺳ: ﻦٕا ﲏﺴﻟا ﻦﻋ ﺮﺎß.(76 
Narrated by Ah}mad, Tirmiz\i, H{akim, al-Baihaqi> from Bila>l. Another 
hadith narrated by Tirmiz\i, H{akim, al-Baihaqi> from Abi Uma>mah. Other al-sanad 
are Ibnu ‘Asa>kir from Abi> al-Darda>´ i, the other transmitters are al-T{abra>ni from 
Sulaima>n, the last narrated hadith from Ibnu al-Sunni> from Ja>bir. 
Second, hadith number of 21428, located in vol. seven, page 790. 
21428-  ﻦﻋ ةﺎﳯﻣو ﷲ ﱃٕا ﺔﺑﺮﻗ ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻗ نٕاو ,ﲂﻠJﻗ ﲔﳊﺎﺼﻟا ب$ٔد ﻪﻧٕﺎﻓ ,ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻘﺑ ﲂﻴﻠ0
 ﻦﻋ ءاVF ةدﺮﻄﻣو ,تﺎYﺴﻠF ﲑﻔﻜ\و ,ﰒٕﻻا.ﺪﺴﳉا77  
ﺐﻄﻟا ﰲ ﲓﻌﻧ ﻮﺑ$ٔو ﲏﺴﻟا ﻦاو ق ك ت ﰘ" 
Description: this hadith narrated by Ah}mad, Tirmiz\i, al-H{akim, Bukha>ri, 
Muslim and Ibn al-Sunni and Abu Nu´aim in al-Tabra>ni book. 
  
                                                 
76The writer uses the al-maktabah al-sya>milah  to prove clarity hadith. Look at ´Ala>´ u al-
Di>n ´Ali bin H{isa>m al-Di>n bin Qa>in, Kanzu al-´Umma>l fi Sunani al-Aqwa>li wa al-Af´a>li, juz. VII, 
(Edt. V; Muassisah al-Risa> lah, 1981), p. 786. 
77Proven in al-maktabah al-sya>milah. Look at ´Ala>´ u al-Di>n ´Ali bin H{isa>m al-Di>n bin 
Qa>in, Kanz\u al-´Umma>l fi Sunani al-Aqwa>l wa al-Af´a>li, juz. VII, p. 790. 
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Third, hadith number of 21430, located in vol. Seven, page 791. 
21430-  ةﺮﻔﻜﻣو ,بﺮﻠF ةﺎﺿﺮﻣو ,ﷲ ﱃٕا ﺔﺑﺮﻘﻣو ﲂﻠJﻗ ﲔﳊﺎﺼﻟا ب$ٔد ﻪﻧٕﺎﻓ ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻘﺑ ﲂﻴﻠ0
.ﺪﺴﳉا ﻦﻋ ءاVF ةدﺮﻄﻣو ,ﰒٕﻻا ﻦﻋ ةﺎﳯﻣو ,تﺎYﺴﻠF ﺐﻃ ﻦاو ﲏﺴﻟا ﻮﺑ$ٔو ﲓﻌﻧ; ﺐﻫ ﻦاو 
ﺮÞﺎﺴﻋ ﻦﻋ نﲈﻠﺳ"78 
Narrated by al-Tabra>ni, Ibn al-Sani and Abu Nu´aim, the other al-sanad 
there also riwa>yah from al-Baihaqi> from Ibn ´Asakir from Salman. 
2. Quality Based Method 
The writer finds in the al-Ah}a>di>s\i al-D{ai´fah wa al-Maud}u´ah, located in 
vol. eleven (11), page 574: 
 5348ﲂﻴﻠ0 مﺎHﻘﺑ ﻞﻴﻠFا; ﻪﻧٕﺎﻓ ب$ٔد ﲔﳊﺎﺼﻟا ﲂﻠJﻗ, ﺔﺑﺮﻘﻣو ﲂﻟ ﱃٕا ﷲ ﺰﻋ ﻞßو, ةﺮﻔﻜﻣو 
تﺎYﺴﻠF, ةﺎﳯﻣو ﻦﻋ ﰒٕﻻا, ةدﺮﻄﻣو ءاVF ﻦﻋ ﺪﺴﳉا  
ﻒﻴﻌﺿ, ﻪßﺮﺧ$ٔ ﱐاﱪﻄﻟا ﰲ "ﻢﺠﻌﳌا ﲑJﻜﻟا" (6/317/6154) ﻦﻣ ﻖﻳﺮﻃ ﺪﺒﻋ ﻦﲪﺮﻟا ﻦ 
نÎﻠﺳ ﻦ ﰊ$ٔ نﻮﳉا ﻦﻋ ﺶﲻ£ٔا ﻦﻋ ﰊ$ٔ ءﻼﻌﻟا ﻦﻋ نﲈﻠﺳ ﳼرﺎﻔﻟا ﴈر ﷲ ﻪﻨﻋ ﺎ0ﻮﻓﺮﻣ 
 ﺖﻠﻗ: اﺬﻫو دﺎﻨﺳٕا ﻒﻴﻌﺿ..... 79 
Description that hadith may be focus in the book of al-Mu´jam al-Kabi>r 
narrated by al-Tabra>ni through ´Abdu al-Rahman bin Sulaiman Ibn Abi al-Jaun 
from al-A´masy from Abi al-´Ila>i from Salman al-Fa>ris r.a, it is marfu’. 
Meanwhile, according to Muhammad Nasiruddin al-Albani that al-sanad is d}aif. 
It finds from book of al-Tabra>ni but the writer has note is the reason of d{aif 
because there someone is Abu ´Ila>i. So, if the hadith uses Abu al-´Ila>i will be 
                                                 
78Proven in al-maktabah al-sya>milah. Look at, ´Ala>´ u al-Di>n ´Ali bin H{isa>m al-Di>n bin 
Qa>in, Kanzu al-´Umma>l fi Sunani al-Aqwa>l wa al-Af´a>li, juz. VII, p. 791. 
79Reinforced by reference in the al-maktabah al-sya>milah. Look at al-Asyquaddari> al-
Alba>ni>, Silsilah al-Ah}a>dis\ al-D{a´i>fah wa al-Maud{u´ah wa al-As\ariha> al-Sai´i fi al-Ammah, juz. 
XI, (Edt. I; Riya>d}: Da>r al-Ma´a>rif, 1992), p. 574. 
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 si hal>ahij drow eht fi >iw>aR-la tba{D fo koob eht ni ,hal>ahij si eh esuaceb detcejer
 08.ecnarongi
 htidaH fo noitacifissalC .B
 .koob ribaK-la u´im>aJ-la ni i\zimriT-la nanuS ni shtidah )4( ruof era erehT .1
ﺪﺛﻨﺎ ﺑﺬ¸ اﻟﻘﺎﰟ ﻦ دﻳﻨﺎر اﻟﻜﻮﰲ, ﻗﺎل: ﺪﺛﻨﺎ ٕاﲮﺎق ﻦ ﻣﺼﻮر اﻟﻜﻮﰲ, ﻋﻦ ٕاﴎاﺋﻴﻞ,  .a
ﺪﺛﻨﺎ $ٔﲪﺪ ﻦ ﻣﻴﻊ, ﻗﺎل: ﺪﺛﻨﺎ $ٔﺑﻮ اﻟﻨﴬ, ﻗﺎل: ﺪﺛﻨﺎ ﻜﺮ ﻦ ﺧﺲ, ﻋﻦ ﶊﺪ ﲠﺬا. 
اﻟﻘﺮﳾ, ﻋﻦ رﺑﻴﻌﺔ ﻦ ?ﺰﻳﺪ, ﻋﻦ $ٔﰊ ٕادر9ﺲ اﳋﻮﻻﱐ, ﻋﻦ ﺑﻼل, $ٔن رﺳﻮل ﷲ ﺻﲆ ﷲ 
0ﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﲅ ﻗﺎل: 0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وٕان ﻗHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, 
 18, و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ.وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ
ﺪﺛﻨﺎ $ٔﲪﺪ ﻦ ﻣﻴﻊ ﻗﺎل: ﺪﺛﻨﺎ $ٔﺑﻮ اﻟﻨﴬ ﻗﺎل: ﺪﺛﻨﺎ ﻜﺮ ﻦ ﺧﺲ, ﻋﻦ ﶊﺪ اﻟﻘﺮﳾ,  .b
ﻋﻦ رﺑﻴﻌﺔ ﻦ ?ﺰﻳﺪ, ﻋﻦ $ٔﰊ ٕادر9ﺲ اﳋﻮﻻﱐ, ﻋﻦ ﺑﻼل, $ٔن رﺳﻮل ﷲ ﺻﲆ ﷲ 0ﻠﻴﻪ 
وٕان ﻗHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, 0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ , »وﺳﲅ ﻗﺎل: 
ﻫﺬا ﺪﻳﺚ ﻏﺮﻳﺐ ﻻ «. وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ, و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ 
ﻧﻌﺮﻓﻪ ﻣﻦ ﺪﻳﺚ ﺑﻼل ٕاﻻ ﻣﻦ ﻫﺬا اﻟﻮßﻪ وﻻ ﻳﺼﺢ ﻣﻦ ﻗJﻞ ٕاﺳﻨﺎدﻩ, وﲰﻌﺖ: ﶊﺪ ﻦ 
ﻦ ٕاﺳﲈﻋﻴﻞ ﻳﻘﻮل: ﶊﺪ اﻟﻘﺮﳾ ﻫﻮ: ﶊﺪ ﻦ ﺳﻌﻴﺪ اﻟﺸﺎﱊ وﻫﻮ: اﻦ $ٔﰊ ﻗﺲ: وﻫﻮ ﶊﺪ 
 28ﺣﺴﺎن وﻗﺪ \ﺮك ﺪﻳﺜﻪ
و$ٔﻧﺒ ٔ $ٔﺑﻮ ﻋﺒﺪ ﷲ اﳊﺎﻓﻆ, $ٔﻧﺒ ٔ $ٔﺑﻮ $ٔﲪﺪ ﻜﺮ ﻦ ﶊﺪ ﻦ $ٔﲪﺪ ﻦ ﲪﺪان اﻟﺼﲑﰲ ﲟﺮو, ﺛﻨﺎ  .c
ٕاﺮاﻫﲓ, ﺛﻨﺎ ¢ﺎ¦ $ٔﺑﻮ ﻋﺒﺪ ﷲ و$ٔﻧﺒ ٔ $ٔﺑﻮ اﳊﺴﲔ ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﺼﻤﺪ ﻦ اﻟﻔﻀﻞ اﻟﺒﻠﺨﻲ, ﺛﻨﺎ ﻣﲄ ﻦ 
اﻟﺼﻴﺪﻻﱐ, ﺛﻨﺎ ٕاﺳﲈﻋﻴﻞ ﻦ  ﻦ اﻟﻔﻀﻞ اﻟﻘﻄﺎن ﺑﺒﻐﺪاد, ﺛﻨﺎ $ٔﺑﻮ ﻜﺮ ﶊﺪ ﻦ ﻋóن ﻦ Áﺑﺖ
ﶊﺪ ﻦ $ٔﰊ ﻛﺜﲑ, ﺛﻨﺎ ﻣﲄ, ﺛﻨﺎ $ٔﺑﻮ ﻋﺒﺪ ﷲ ¢ﺎ¦ ﻦ $ٔﰊ ¢ﺎ¦, ﻋﻦ ?ﺰﻳﺪ ﻦ رﺑﻴﻌﺔ, ﻋﻦ $ٔﰊ 
ٕادر9ﺲ اﳋﻮﻻﱐ, ﻋﻦ ﺑﻼل ﻦ رõح, ﻋﻦ رﺳﻮل ﷲ ﺻﲆ ﷲ 0ﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﲅ $ٔﻧﻪ ﻗﺎل: "0ﻠﻴﲂ 
FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ, ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ, ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, و\ﻜﻔﲑ 
                                                 
 .p ,)7891 ,fir>a´aM-la :{d>ayiR ;IIIV .tdE( ,\s>ida{H-la hala{t{suM r>isyaT ,n>a{h{ha{T-la d>um{haM08
 .911
 ,V .zuj ,r>ibaK-la u´im>aJ-la ,k>a}h}ha{D-la nib >as>uM nib haruaS nib as<I´ nib damma}huM18
 .444 .p ,)8991 ,haim>alsI-la ubrahG-la r>aD :turieB(
 ,V .zuj ,r>ibaK-la u´im>aJ-la ,k>a}h}ha{D-la nib as>uM nib haruaS nib as<I´ nib damma}huM28
 .255 .p ,)5791 ,>ibli{H-la >inaB-la afa}tsuM habatkaM-la aw hakriyS :tpygE ;II .tdE(
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وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ" ﻟﻔﻆ ﺪﻳﺚ $ٔﰊ ﻋﺒﺪ ﷲ, وﰲ رواﻳﺔ اﻟﻘﻄﺎن "وٕان ﻗHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ 
 38ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﱃ"
ﻋﻦ ﶊﺪ اﻟﻘﺮﳾ, ﻋﻦ رﺑﻴﻌﺔ ﻦ ?ﺰﻳﺪ, ﻋﻦ $ٔﰊ ٕادر9ﺲ اﳋﻮﻻﱐ, ﻋﻦ ﺑﻼل $ٔن رﺳﻮل ﷲ  .d
ب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وٕان ﻗHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﺻﲆ ﷲ 0ﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﲅ ﻗﺎل: "0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ, ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ ٔ
 48ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ oﰒ, و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ
 :>iqahiaB-la ni shtidah )2( owt era erehT .2
اﺑﻮ ﻋﺒﺪ ﷲ اﳊﺎﻓﻆ اﻧﺒ ٔ اﺑﻮ اﲪﺪ ﻜﺮ ﻦ ﶊﺪ ﻦ اﲪﺪ ﻦ ﲪﺪان اﻟﺼﲑ ﰲ ﲻﺮو ﺛﻨﺎ ﻋﺒﺪ  .1
اﺮاﻫﲓ ﺛﻨﺎ ¢ﺎ¦ اﺑﻮ ﻋﺒﺪﷲ اﺑﻮ اﳊﺴﻦ ﻦ اﻟﻔﻀﻞ ﻣﲄ ﻦ  اﻟﺼﻤﺪ ﻦ اﻟﻔﻀﻞ اﻟﺒﺎ÷ ﺛﻨﺎ
اﻟﻘﻄﺎن ﺑﺒﻐﺪاد ﺛﻨﺎ اﺑﻮ ﻜﺮ ﶊﺪ ﻦ ﻋóن ﻦ Áﺑﺖ اﻟﺼﻴﺪ ﻻﱐ ﺛﻨﺎ اﲰﻌﻴﻞ ﻦ ﶊﺪ ﻦ اﰊ 
ﻛﺜﲑ ﺛﻨﺎ ﻣﲄ ﺛﻨﺎ اﺑﻮ ﻋﺒﺪﷲ ¢ﺎ¦ ﻦ اﰊ ¢ﺎ¦ ﻋﻦ ?ﺰﻳﺪ ﻦ رﺑﻴﻌﺔ ﻋﻦ رﺳﻮل ﷲ ﺻﲇ ﷲ 
ﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ, ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, و\ﻜﻔﲑ 0ﻠﻴﻪ و ﺳﲅ اﻧﻪ ﻗﺎل 0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘH
FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ, وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ "ﻟﻔﻆ ﺪﻳﺚ $ٔﰊ ﻋﺒﺪ ﷲ, وﰲ 
 58رواﻳﺔ اﻟﻘﻄﺎن" وٕان ﻗHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﱃ
 
ﺛﻨﺎ اﺑﻮ اﻟﻨﴬ )واﻧﺒ (ٔ اﺑﻮ ﻋﺒﺪﷲ اﳊﺎﻓﻆ ﺛﻨﺎ اﺑﻮ اﻟﻌﺒﺎس ﻫﻮ oﰡ ﺛﻨﺎ اﳊﺴﻦ ﻦ ﻣﻜﺮم  .2
واﻧﺒ ٔاﺑﻮ اﳊﺴﻦ ﻦ ﻋﺒﺪان اﻧﺒ ٔ اﲪﺪ ﻦ ﻋﺒﻴﺪ ﺛﻨﺎ اﳊﺎرث ﻦ اﰊ اﺳﺎﻣﺔ ﺛﻨﺎ اﺑﻮ اﻟﻨﴬ اﻟﻬﺎﴌ 
ﻦ اﻟﻘﺎﰟ ﺛﻨﺎ ﻜﺮ ﻦ ﺧﺲ ﻋﻦ ﶊﺪ اﻟﻘﺮﳾ ﻋﻦ رﺑﻴﻌﺔ ﻦ ?ﺰﻳﺪ ﻋﻦ اﰊ ادر9ﺲ اﳋﻮﻻﱐ 
ﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, ﻋﻦ ﺑﻼ ل ﻗﺎل: ﻗﺎل رﺳﻮل ﷲ 0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻓﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وﻗﺮﺑ
 و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ, وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ
  
                                                 
 ,II .zuj ,r>ibaK-la u´im>aJ-la ,k>a}h}ha{D-la nib as>uM nib haruaS nib as<I´ nib damm}huM38
 .94 .p ,)3002 ,haimlI´-la r>aD :non>abiL ;III .tdE(
 :turieB ;I .tdE( ,I .zuj ,i\zimriT-la nanuS f>i´a{D ,>in>ablA-la n>iD-la ri}s>aN nib damma}huM48
 .364 .p ,)1991 ,>im>alsI´-la habatkaM-la
 :non>abiL( ,II .zuj ,>arbuK-la nanuS-la ,>iqa}hiaB-la ilA´ nbI niasu{H nbI dam}hA rkaB ubA58
 .594 .p ,)4991 ,haimlI´-la r>aD
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 :htidah eno sah in>ablA-la yb detarraN .3
وﻫﺬا اﳊﺪﻳﺚ ﰷﻣﻼ: ﻗﺎل رﺳﻮل ﷲ ﺻﲆ ﷲ 0ﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﲅ )0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ, ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب 
وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ  FﻠﺴYﺎت,اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﱃ وﻣﳯﺎة, ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ و\ﻜﻔﲑ 
 68اﳉﺴﺪ(
 :in>arbaT-la yb detarran shtidah )2( owt era erehT .4
ﺪﺛﻨﺎ $ٔﲪﺪ ﻦ ﻣﻴﻊ ﺪﺛﻨﺎ $ٔﺑﻮ اﻟﻨﴬ ﺪﺛﻨﺎ ﻜﺮ ﻦ ﺧﺲ ﻋﻦ ﶊﺪ اﻟﻘﺮﳾ ﻋﻦ رﺑﻴﻌﺔ ﻦ  (a
?ﺰﻳﺪ ﻋﻦ $ٔﰊ ٕادر9ﺲ اﳋﻮﻻﱐ ﻋﻦ ﺑﻼل $ٔن رﺳﻮل ﷲ ﺻﲆ ﷲ 0ﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﲅ ﻗﺎل 0ﻠﻴﲂ 
ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ وٕان ﻗHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ و\ﻜﻔﲑ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ 
FﻠﺴYﺎت وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ ﻗﺎل $ٔﺑﻮ 0ﴗ ﻫﺬا ﺪﻳﺚ ﻏﺮﻳﺐ ﻻ ﻧﻌﺮﻓﻪ ﻣﻦ ﺪﻳﺚ 
ﺑﻼل ٕاﻻ ﻣﻦ ﻫﺬا اﻟﻮßﻪ وﻻ ﻳﺼﺢ ﻣﻦ ﻗJﻞ ٕاﺳﻨﺎدﻩ ﻗﺎل ﲰﻌﺖ ﶊﺪ ﻦ ٕاﲰﻌﻴﻞ ﻳﻘﻮل ﶊﺪ 
 وﻫﻮ اﻦ $ٔﰊ ﻗﺲ وﻫﻮ ﶊﺪ ﻦ ﺣﺴﺎن وﻗﺪ \ﺮك اﻟﻘﺮﳾ ﻫﻮ ﶊﺪ ﻦ ﺳﻌﻴﺪ اﻟﺸﺎﱊ
ﺪﻳﺜﻪ وﻗﺪ روى ﻫﺬا اﳊﺪﻳﺚ ﻣﻌﺎوﻳﺔ ﻦ ﺻﺎﱀ ﻋﻦ رﺑﻴﻌﺔ ﻦ ?ﺰﻳﺪ ﻋﻦ $ٔﰊ ٕادر9ﺲ 
اﳋﻮﻻﱐ ﻋﻦ $ٔﰊ $ٔ ﻣﺎﻣﺔ ﻋﻦ رﺳﻮل ﷲ ﺻﲆ ﷲ 0ﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﲅ $ٔﻧﻪ ﻗﺎل 0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ 
ة ﻟٕﻼﰒ ﻗﺎل $ٔﺑﻮ 0ﴗ وﻫﺬا د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ وﻫﻮ ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ رﲂ وﻣﻜﻔﺮة FﻠﺴYﺎت وﻣﳯﺎ
 78$ٔﰠ ﻣﻦ ﺪﻳﺚ $ٔﰊ ٕادر9ﺲ ﻋﻦ ﺑﻼل.
وﻫﺬا اﳊﺪﻳﺚ ﰷﻣﻼ: ﻗﺎل رﺳﻮل ﷲ ﺻﲆ ﷲ 0ﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﲅ )0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ, ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب  (b
اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﱃ وﻣﳯﺎة, ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ 
 88اﳉﺴﺪ(
  
                                                 
 ,I .zuj ,m>amI-la in>ablA-la m>ak}hA rihk<A ib m>al´I ,in>ablA-la nidduri}s>aN dammahuM68
 .33  .p ,)bj>aR nbI r>aD(
 aw>awqA-la inanuS if l>ammU´-la uznaK ,ni>aQ nib n>iD-la m>asi{H nib ilA´ n>iD-la u >´alA78
 .097 .p ,IIV .zuj ,il>a´fA-la
 aw>awqA-la inanuS if l>ammU´-la uznaK ,ni>aQ nib n>iD-la m>asi{H nib ilA´ n>iD-la u >´alA´88
 .097 .p ,IIV .zuj ,il>a´fA-la
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B. The Reconsider of Hadith (I'tibar al-Sanad) 
After collecting the hadiths from various books, the writer conducts the 
next step by making scheme of the hadiths called i´tibar89 by structving the al-
sanad, to determine their sya>h}id or muta>bi´.90 Then writer finds two sya>h}id or 
s}ah}abah91 in this al-sanad, class such as: Bila>l Ibn Rabah and Sa´id bin Ajlan. 
Meanwhile, muta>bi´ are Abu Idri>s, Abu S{uaib, Abu ´Abdu al-Rahman, Bakr bin 
Khunais, Abu al-Nad{r, Ah{mad Ibn Mani>´ .  
In addition, the writer finds nine (9) of hadiths are: the four hadiths from 
the book of al-Tirmiz\i, two of the hadiths from al-Baihaqi>, one hadith from al-
Alba>ni and two hadiths from al-Tabra>ni. 
  
                                                 
89Etymologically, the word of i´tiba>r is masdar based on i´tabara –ya´tabiru meaningful 
review of the matter with a view to be known similar things. Look at, M. Syuhudi Ismail, 
Research Methodology Hadith of the Prophet, (Edt. I; Jakarta: Bulan Bintang, 1992), p. 51 & 52. 
While the terminology of i´tiba>r is a method of assessment by comparing some of the history 
contained in a chain of transmission that track in the hadith narrated narrators in each tabaqa>t. 
See also, Hamzah al-Mali>ba>ri>, al-Muwa>zanah bain al-Mutaqaddimi>n wa al-Muta´akhkhiri>n fi> 
Bas}h}i>h} al-Ah}a>di>s\ wa Ta´li>liha>, (Edt. II, 2001), p. 22. 
90Al-Sya>h}id is the hadith narrated through other channels with other companions, see: 
Ah}mad Muh}ammad Sya>kir, al-Ba>´ is\ al-Hasis\: Syarh} Ikhtis}a>r ´Ulu>m al-H{adi>s \, (Edt. II; Damaskus: 
Da>r al-Islam Maktabah, 1417 H), p. 68. Al-Sha>h}id can be interpreted also as a hadith narrated by 
two friends or more, while al-Muta>bi´ is the hadith narrated by two or more people as a friend, 
even though at the level of a friend just one person. See: ´Abdu al-H{aq Ibn Saif al-Di>n Ibn 
Sa´dulla>h al-Dahlawi>, Muqaddimah fi> Us}u>l al-H{adi>s,\ (Edt. II; Beirut: Da>r al-Basya>ir al-Isla>miyah, 
1986), p. 56 & 57. 
 91According to al-Hafiz{ that s{ahabah is a person who meets the prophet, in a faith and 
dies in an Islamic, whether he associates long with the prophet p.b.u.h. or not, whether he fights 
with the Prophet p.b.u.h. or not, whether he can see the Prophet p.b.u.h. but does not sit with the 
Prophet or cannot see the Prophet because of blindness. How to know of s}ah}abah, namely: 1. 
through mutawatir news, 2. acknowledgment from his own friend or from the tabi'in. See: 
Muhammad Hasbi ash-Shiddieqy, Sejarah & Pengantar Ilmu Hadits, (Edt. II; Semarang: PT. 
Pustaka Rizki Putra, 2009), p. 206 & 208. 
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 emehcS
ﺪﺛﻨﺎ $ٔﲪﺪ ﻦ ﻣﻴﻊ ﻗﺎل: ﺪﺛﻨﺎ $ٔﺑﻮ اﻟﻨﴬ ﻗﺎل: ﺪﺛﻨﺎ ﻜﺮ ﻦ ﺧﺲ, ﻋﻦ ﶊﺪ اﻟﻘﺮﳾ, ﻋﻦ رﺑﻴﻌﺔ ﻦ 
0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ »?ﺰﻳﺪ, ﻋﻦ $ٔﰊ ٕادر9ﺲ اﳋﻮﻻﱐ, ﻋﻦ ﺑﻼل, $ٔن رﺳﻮل ﷲ ﺻﲆ ﷲ 0ﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﲅ ﻗﺎل: 
, و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ , وٕان ﻗHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞد$ٔب 
 29«.اﳉﺴﺪ 
 رﺳﻮل ﷲ
      ﻋﻦ 
 ﺑﻼل
            ﻋﻦ
  ﻻﱐﻮاﰊ ادر9ﺲ اﳋ
    ﻋﻦ      
  ?ﺰﻳﺪرﺑﻴﻌﺔ ﻦ 
    ﻋﻦ 
 ﶊﺪ اﻟﻘﺮﳾ
    ﺎﺛﻨﺪ 
 ﻜﺮ ﻦ ﺧﺲ
    ﺎﺛﻨﺪ  
 اﺑﻮ اﻟﻨﴬ
    ﺎﺛﻨﺪ   
 اﲪﺪ ﻦ ﻣﻴﻊ
    ﺎﺛﻨﺪ   
 اﻟﱰﻣﺬي
  
                                                 
 aw l>awqA-la inanuS if l>ammU´-la uznaK ,ni>aQ nib n>iD-la m>asi{H nib ilA´ n>iD-la u >´alA´29
 .097 .p ,IIV .zuj ,l>a´fA-la
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C. Criticism  of al-Sanad93 
The hadith in this research is: 
 ﻦﻋ ,ﳾﺮﻘﻟا ﺪﶊ ﻦﻋ ,ﺲﺧ ﻦ ﺮﻜ ﺎﻨﺛﺪ :لﺎﻗ ﴬﻨﻟا ﻮﺑ$ٔ ﺎﻨﺛﺪ :لﺎﻗ ﻊﻴﻣ ﻦ ﺪﲪ$ٔ ﺎﻨﺛﺪ
 :لﺎﻗ ﲅﺳو ﻪﻴﻠ0 ﷲ ﲆﺻ ﷲ لﻮﺳر ن$ٔ ,لﻼﺑ ﻦﻋ ,ﱐﻻﻮﳋا ﺲ9ردٕا ﰊ$ٔ ﻦﻋ ,ﺪﻳﺰ? ﻦ ﺔﻌﻴﺑر
» نٕاو , ﲂﻠJﻗ ﲔﳊﺎﺼﻟا بٔ$د ﻪﻧٕﺎﻓ ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻘﺑ ﲂﻴﻠ0 :ص] ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻗ553 ةﺎﳯﻣو ,ﷲ ﱃٕا ﺔﺑﺮﻗ [
 ﻠF ﲑﻔﻜ\و ,ﰒٕﻻا ﻦﻋ ﺪﺴﳉا ﻦﻋ ءاVF ةدﺮﻄﻣو ,تﺎYﺴ.«94 
First, the writer presents the chains of the transmissions, namely:  
1. Ah}mad Ibn Mani> 
Ah{mad Ibn Mani>´  is Ahmad Ibn Mani>´  Ibn Abd al-Rahman al-Baghawi. 
He was born on 160 H and died in 244 H. His teachers were Hasyim bin Basyir 
bin al-Qasim bin Dinar, Waki´ bin al-Jarah bin Muljah, Yahya bin Ishaq and 
Nad{ar Hisham Abu al-Qasim bin Muslim. His students were Muslim, Ibnu 
Majah, Abu Darda and al-Tirmiz\i. 
According to al-Nasa´i and Ibn Muhammad al-Baghdad, Ah}mad bin Mani>' 
is siqah. Uses sighat narration is haddas\ana. Which, sighat transmission used 
haddas\ana is one technique of narration al-sima' means Ahmad Ibn Mani>´  hadith 
narrated obtained directly from the teacher.95 
2. Abu al-Nad{ar 
Abu al-Nad{ar is Hashim Ibn al-Qasim Ibn Muslim Ibn Maqsum. He was 
born in 133 H and died in 207 H. His teachers were Baqiah bin al-Walid bin 
Ma´id, Bakr bin Khunais, Hariz bin Usman bin Jabar and Husraj bin Nabatah. His 
                                                 
93Al-Sanad included the term in ´ilm mus}t}alah al-h}adis\ book is chain of narrators who 
narrated the hadith. Look at, Ramali Ahmad, Indonesia gloss Scientific Terms Derived from 
Arabic, p. 167. 
94´Ala>´ u al-Di>n ´Ali bin H{isa>m al-Di>n bin Qa>in, Kanzu al-´Umma>l fi Sunani al-Aqwa>l wa 
al-Af´a>l, juz. VII, p. 790. 
95Proven in al-maktabah al-sya>milah, Riwa>h al-Tah{z\iyiyin, juz. I, p. 114. 
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students were Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Yahya bin Sa´id, Ahmad bin Mani´ bin 
´Abdurrahman and Ishaq bin Ibrahim bin Makhlad. 
According to Usman Ibn Sa'id al-Darimi and Yahya Ibn Ma´in, Abu al-
Nad{ar is s\iqah. Sighat narration in this hadith is haddas\ana. Hashim al-Qasim 
died in 207 H while his teacher is Bakr Ibn Khunais died in 240 H both of them 
have difference of  33 years old, he got a degree s\iqah sabit of Usman Ibn Said al-
Darimi and Yahya Ibn Ma´in. In addition, Abu al-Nad{ar has a teacher 
relationship toward Ibn Bakr Khunais and the last Abu al-Nad{ar has a student 
relationship to Ahmad Ibn Mani>´ . So, al-sanad from Abu al-Nad{ar can be 
trusted.96 
3. Bakr Ibn Khunais 
Bakr Ibn Khunais is Bakr Ibn Khunais al-Kufi Ibn al-Abid. He died in 240 
H. His teachers were ´Abdurrahman bin Zihad bin An´am, Lis bin Abi Salim bin 
Zanim and Muhammad bin Sa´id bin Hasan bin Qais. His students were Daud bin 
al-Zairqan and Hasyim bin al-Qasim  bin Muslim bin Maqsum. 
According to al-Nasa´i, sighat narration in this hadith is haddas\ana. Bakr 
Ibn Khunais died in 240 H while, his teacher Muhammad Ibn Sa´id died in 200 H 
has a distance of 40 years. Thus, a statement saying that he had received the 
hadith of Muhammad Ibn Sa´id with the symbol of haddas\ana is be trusted .97 
4. Muhammad al-Quraish 
Muhammad al-Quraish is Muhammad Ibn Sa'id Ibn Hasan Ibn Qais. He 
was born in al-Syam and he died in 200 H. His teachers were al-Hukm bin 
                                                 
96In al-Maktabah al-Sya>milah, Riwa>h al-Tah{z\iyiyin, juz. I, p. 334. 
97In al-Maktabah al-Sya>milah, Riwa>h al-Tah{z\iyiyin, juz. I, p. 739. 
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´Utbah, Rabi´ah bin Yazid and ´Ubadah bin Niqsi. His students were 
Abdurrahman Ibn Yazid, Ibn Bakr Khunais and Sa´id bin Abi Hilal. 
According to Abdullah Ibn Hanbal Muhammad that, Muhammad al-
Quraish is s\iqah. Transmission using the sighat 'an. Muhammad al-Quraish has a 
relationship between the teacher and follower are Khunais and Rabi´ah Ibn Bakr 
Ibn Yazid. Thus, al-sanad can be trusted.98 
5. Rabi´ah Ibn Yazid 
Rabi'ah Ibn Yazid is Rabi'ah Ibn Yazid al-Iyad. He Died in 121 H. His 
teachers were ´Aizullah bin ´Abdullah, ´Abdurrahman bin Abi Umarah and 
´Abdullah bin Abi Qais. His students were Faraj bin Fadalah bin al-Nu´man, 
Muhammad bin Sa´id bin Hasan bin Qais and Muhammad bin Muhajir bin Abi 
Muslim. 
According to Ahmad Ibn Abdullah al-Ijli that, Rabi'ah Ibn Yazid is s\iqah. 
Transmission used in the hadith is sighat 'an. Thus, he has received the hadith of 
Ibn Fairuz Abdullah al-Dailami with the symbol of 'an is can be trusted.99 
6. Abu Idris al-Khaulani 
Abu Idris al-Khaulani is ´Aizullah Ibn Abdullah Ibn al-Dailami Fairuz. He 
was born in al-Syam in 8 H and died in 80 H. His teachers were Bilal Ibn Rabah 
al-Khaisyi, Saubah bin Bajdad and Jursum. Him students were Abu Zar´ah, Basar 
bin ´Ubaidillah and Rabi´ah bin Yazid. 
According to Usman Ibn Sa'id al-Darimi and Yahya Ibn Ma´in, Abu Idris 
al-Khaulani is s\iqah. His teacher were Bilal Ibn Rabah which died in 20 H. The 
                                                 
98In al-Maktabah al-Sya>milah, Riwa>h al-Tah{z\iyiyin, juz. I, p. 463. 
99In al-Maktabah al-Sya>milah, Riwa>h al-Tah{z\iyiyin, juz. I, p. 1919. 
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sighat transmission used´an. Thus, he has received the hadith of Bila>l Ibn Rabah 
with symbol of 'an, it is can be trusted.100 
7. Bilal  
Bila>l is Bila>l Ibn Rabah al-Qurasi al-Taimi. He Died in 20 H. His teacher 
were prophet pbuh., His students were Tariq bin Syihab bin ´Abdu Syam bin 
Hilal, ´Aizullah bin ´Abdullah and ´Abdurrahman bin Abi Laila. 
He got a hadith directly from the Prophet pbuh., which is using a 
transmission of symbol of لﺎﻗ. It is indicates that there was meeting Bilal and the 
Prophet pbuh., both of them are teacher and pupil. Thus, it can be proven that 
between Bilal and the Prophet pbuh., their meetings and thoughts that they were 
contemporarily. It means that the chains between Bila>l and the Prophet pbuh., 
have interconnection. 101 
D. Criticism of al-Matan 
The writer reviews of various hadiths. The al-matan in research, as 
follows: 
 ,ﲂﻠJﻗ ﲔﳊﺎﺼﻟا ب$ٔد ﻪﻧٕﺎﻓ ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻘﺑ ﲂﻴﻠ0 ,ﰒٕﻻا ﻦﻋ ةﺎﳯﻣو ,ﷲ ﱃٕا ﺔﺑﺮﻗ ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻗ نٕاو
ﺪﺴﳉا ﻦﻋ ءاVF ةدﺮﻄﻣو ,تﺎYﺴﻠF ﲑﻔﻜ\و102 
  
                                                 
100In al-Maktabah al-Sya>milah, Riwa>h al-Tah{z\iyiyin, juz. I, p. 3115. 
101Proven in al-Maktabah al-Sya>milah, Riwa>h al-Tah{z\iyiyin, juz. I, p. 779. 
102´Ala>´ u al-Di>n ´Ali bin H{isa>m al-Di>n bin Qa>in, Kanzu al-´Umma>l fi Sunani al-Aqwa>l 
wa al-Af´a>li, juz. VII, p. 790. 
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 :shtidah natam-la fo suoirav era erehT
 swollof sa ,shtidah )4( ruof era ereht i\zimriT-la nanuS fo koob eht nI )a
ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ,  0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وٕان ﻗHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ
 و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ
0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وٕان ﻗHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ, 
 و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ
, و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ, 0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ, ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ
 وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ
0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ, ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وٕان ﻗHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ oﰒ, 
 301و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ
 swollof sa ,htidah eno si ereht in>ablA-la fo koob eht nI )b
ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ, ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﱃ وﻣﳯﺎة, ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ و\ﻜﻔﲑ 0ﻠﻴﲂ 
 401وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ FﻠﺴYﺎت,
 swollof sa ,shtidah )2( owt era ereht in>arbaT-la fo koob eht nI )c
وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ و\ﻜﻔﲑ 0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ وٕان ﻗHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ 
 FﻠﺴYﺎت وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ
0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ, ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﱃ وﻣﳯﺎة, ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ و\ﻜﻔﲑ 
                      FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ
 swollof sa ,shtidah )2( owt era ereht >iqahiaB-la fo koob eht nI )d
0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ, ﻓٕﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ, 
 وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ
0ﻠﻴﲂ ﺑﻘHﺎم اFﻠﻴﻞ ﻓﺎﻧﻪ د$ٔب اﻟﺼﺎﳊﲔ ﻗJﻠﲂ, وﻗﺮﺑﺔ ٕاﱃ ﷲ, و\ﻜﻔﲑ FﻠﺴYﺎت, وﻣﳯﺎة ﻋﻦ إﻻﰒ, 
 501وﻣﻄﺮدة FVاء ﻋﻦ اﳉﺴﺪ
                                                 
 aw>awqA-la inanuS if l>ammU´-la uznaK ,ni>aQ nib n>iD-la m>asi{H nib ilA´ n>iD-la u >´alA´301
 .097 .p ,IIV .zuj ,il>a´fA-la
  .p ,I .zuj ,m>amI-la in>ablA-la m>ak}hA rihk<A ib m>al´I ,in>ablA-la nidduri}s>aN dammahuM401
 .33
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The conclution, the hadith was narrated by method riwayah bi al-
ma´na106. Then, as naqis (reduction of the word), inqilab (change of place) and 
ziyadah (addition of the word).  
The example of inqilab, naqis and ziyadah. In book of Tirmiz\i using text: 
 ﱃٕا ﺔﺑﺮﻗ ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻗ نٕاوﻦﻋ ةﺎﳯﻣو ,ﷲ ﰒٕﻻا  تﺎYﺴﻠF ﲑﻔﻜ\و  
Meanwhile, the other portion of the hadith al-Alba>ni, al-Baihaqi> and al-
Tabra>ni use the word: 
ﺔﺑﺮﻗو  ﷲ ﱃٕاﱃﺎﻌﺗ ةﺎﳯﻣو تﺎYﺴﻠF ﲑﻔﻜ\و ﰒٕﻻا ﻦﻋ107 
However, the text of al-matan has a diffirence in hadith because the 
narration there ziyadah are ﺔﺑﺮﻗو and ﱃﺎﻌﺗ. So, namely of riwayah bi al-ma´na108. 
But, inqilab, naqis and ziyadah do not change of substance of hadith pbuh., 
Therefore, the text of al-matan can be used in performing of qiya>m al-lail. 
                                                                                                                                     
105Muh}ammad bin ´I<sa bin Saurah bin Mu>sa bin al-D{ah}h}a>k, al-Ja>mi´u al-Kabi>r, juz. V, p. 
552. 
106Various hadiths but same of meaning. 
107al-Asyquaddari> al-Alba>ni>, Silsilah al-Ah}a>dis\ al-D{a´i>fah wa al-Maud{u´ah wa al-As\ariha> 
al-Sai´i fi al-Ammah, juz. XI, p. 574. 
108Riwa>yah bi al-ma´na is various hadith but same meaning. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
This chapter, writer explains about the findings and discussions are: 
A. The Findings 
Qiya>m al-lail gives great reward for servants in the hereafter (akhirat) and 
God also gives gift in the world, one of function is the health like human 
immunity. 
The qiya>m al-lail is a habit of the righteous before you, it is a means of 
obtaining closeness to Allah the Exalted, it erases sins, it prevents wrongdoings, 
and it drives away sicknesses from the body."109  
In the hadith: 
ءاVF ةدﺮﻄﻣو ﺪﺴﳉا ﻦﻋ or ناﺪﺒﻟا ﻦﻋ ءاVF ﺪﻌJﻣ و درﺎﻃ 110 
The meaning is repellent of all diseases of the body. The definition of 
disease that can be cured through qiya>m al-lail proved as follows: 
Qiya>m al-lail can cure diabetes, reduce the risk of blood clots in the blood 
vessels of the eye tissue and reduce the rise in blood pressure, rheumatic diseases, 
heart attack, stroke and other diseases. Diabetes is caused by elevated blood 
sugar levels continuously and varied, especially after eating. Blood clots in the 
                                                 
109“Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is www.ShareIslam.com). (07 
August 2018). 
110Al-Mausu>´ ah al-H{adi>s\, Tuh{fatu al-Ah{waz\i> Bisyarh{i Ja>mi´ al-Tirmiz\i, p. 1. 
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blood vessels of the eye tissue as a result of slow blood flow during sleep. 
Arthritis can be defined as a condition of joint damage due to the interrupted 
process of continuous improvement in these joints.111 
The heart attack is redundant to interruption of blood flow, even if only 
for a moment, leading to the heart and causes some heart cells become dead or 
there is a heart rhythm disorder.112 
Stroke is a brain attack that sudden onset due to blockage or rupture of 
blood vessels of the brain. In other words, the disease is the brain blood vessel. In 
addition to physical ailments also psychological disorders can also be cured 
through therapy qiya>m al-lail.113 As the hadith of the Prophet, he said: 
ﰴ ﻞﺼﻓ نٕﺎﻓ ﰱ ةﻼﺼﻟا ﺎﻔﺷ ء 
Meaning: 
Arise and wake up to pray, then indeed in prayer there is a cure. 
According to Al-Manawi that, pray bring someone to feel sustenance, 
maintain health, resisting disease, repel reinforcements, feel close to the calm in 
the soul to God, eliminate lazyness, activating the limbs, producing power, 
expand the chest, increasing the process of work the heart, brighten faces and 
maintain scrumptious.114 
According to Moh. Sholeh that, qiya>m al-lail can makes some of people 
who are arrogant, spiteful and unwilling to be more susceptible to stress. 
                                                 
111Moh. Ali Aziz, Salah Therapy 60 Minutes of Joy, p. 193. 
112“Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is www.ShareIslam.com). (07 
August 2018). 
113Indro Handojo, Pengantar Imunosasi Dasar, p. 1. 
114Subowo, Imunobiologi, vol. III, p. 49. 
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Meanwhile if the body is under stress, the body will increase of cortisol, which is 
a hormone produced by the adrenal cortex (a gland located at the top of the 
kidneys) and only come out due to stressful circumstances.115 
Ganner Biochemistry Harper, cortisol is press the immune system (the 
body´s defense) that causes a person vulnerable to disease. Cortisol levels 
achieved the highest after midnight (early morning) until noon. For lowering the 
levels are in general so as to healthy immune high i.e by doing qiya>m al-lail.116 
Qiya>m al-lail conducted at the end of the silent night, can bring 
tranquility and peace. While tranquility itself is proves to increase the body´s 
immunological resistance, to reduce the risk of heart disease and to increase life 
expectancy. In contrast, other forms of mental distress such as stress and 
depression make a person susceptible to various diseases, infections and 
accelerate the development of cancer cells and increase metastasis (spread of 
cancer cells).117 
  
                                                 
115Hendrik, Healthy Salat, p. 6. 
116Subowo, Imunobiologi, vol. III, p. 49. 
117Moh. Ali Aziz, Salah Therapy 60 Minutes of Joy, p. 193. 
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B. The Discussions 
Ray Meddis118, said that human beings need only 3 hours sleep at night. 
Thus, the sense that our God ordered to get up do qiya>m al-lail at midnight. As 
in his word, QS. al-Muzammil/73: 2-3, 
ﻼﻴﻠﻗ ﻻٕا ﻞﻴﻠFا ﰴ )2) ﻼﻴﻠﻗ ﻪﻣ ﺺﻘﻧا و$ٔ ﻪﻔﺼﻧ (3(119  
Translation: 
2. Wake up (for prayer) at night except a little (thereof) 
3. Half of it or a little less (Holy Qur´an 73:2-3) 
Interpreted by Fadhlalla Haeri120 that an indication for the Muslim to 
achieve life balance, the effective sleep time at night only needed three hours and 
then wake up to run activities that are useful.121 
Alexis Carel122 said that as a physician, I see many patients who fail to be 
cured medically, sudden illness disappeared after they were praying. S{alah likes 
radium mines that channel light and bear the power of self.123 
According to al-Jumaili that the human body is composed of bones, 
joints, flesh and nerves are all lubricated every day by doing activities. Muscles 
are in the body there hundreds scattered fibril forming networks and branches 
such as electricity and bone tissue in the body there are 360 pieces. Meanwhile, 
                                                 
118A professor in the Department of Human Science, England University of Technology. 
119Kementrian Agama RI, ALJAMIL Al-Qur´an Tajwid Warna, Terjemah Per Kata, 
Terjemah Inggris, juz. XXIX, p. 547. 
120An egyptian muslim scientists. 
121Moh. Ali Aziz, Salah Therapy 60 Minutes of Joy, p. 193.  
122A nobel prize winner in medicine and as the director of research at the foundation 
rockefeller American. 
123“Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is www.ShareIslam.com). (07 
August 2018). 
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the best time to move all the joints and muscles and blood flow stream at night 
time is qiya>m al-lail.124 
Abdul Hamid Diyab explained that qiya>m al-lail can increase endurance 
making it difficult for the disease. Because when a person waking up during the 
night means to stop the habit of sleeping too long, it is one of the factor that 
cause blockage in the blood vessels.125 
Moh. Sholeh described that qiya>m al-lail conducted at the end of the 
silent night can bring tranquility. Meanwhile, the tranquility immunologic 
increase endurance, reduce the risk of heart disease, increasing age old 
expectations and avoid the diseases of old age is backache. Due to a change in 
themselves, just as the hormone cortisol that comes out of the body does not 
exceed the tolerance limits.126 
The cortisol is the hormone responsible for defending the body, 
maintaining the responsiveness of blood vessels and fluid volume in the body. 
However, excess cortisol affects the renin system angiotensis causing 
hypertension. The hormone cortisol as trigger stress hormone produced by the 
adrenal cortex that is located above the kidneys. This hormone is a type of 
steroid hormone.127 
The normal human body, every 40-80 days produce the hormone cortisol 
that works with the body to regulate blood pressure, lack of oxygen, to fight 
                                                 
124Moh. Ali Aziz, Salah Therapy 60 Minutes of Joy, (Edt. VI; Surabaya: PT. Duta 
Literacy Honor, 2013), p. 193. 
125Subowo, Imunobiologi, vol. III, p. 49. 
126Hendrik, Healthy Salat, p. 6. 
127Subowo, Imunobiologi, vol. III, p. 50. 
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pain, infection, heat, or cold and hunger. However, when subjected to stress, the 
body will produce this hormone exceed normal limits means that the body will 
increase production of the hormone cortisol more. Thus, instead of functioning as 
a counterweight body, but cause problems in human metabolism.128 
The field of bio-technology and physio-biological integrated and prove 
that qiya>m al-lail is able to increase the emotional response that is effective in 
preoperative anatesis asserted. Thus, concludes qiya>m al-lail can increase the 
resilience of the human body´s response.129 
According to Ibn Hajar130 that when implementing qiya>m al-lail, then 
indirectly activate the heating system to stop functioning body fat freezing at 
night because of the weather being cold or damp. Thus, in the body of many 
forms of saturated fat that coats nerve to be frozen. When heater body is not 
enabled, then the nerve becomes cold, even cholesterol and uric acid into a 
liming effect. Therefore, qiya>m al-lail capable of being a drug in that situation.131  
The sunset, the pineal gland in the body start working and producing 
melatonin. While to produce more melatonin at midnight until the morning. 
Qiya>m al-lail can be one of the means to maintain stable amounts of melatonin. 
The function of melatonin can form the human immune system. The result of 
research that young age have 120 picogram hormone melatonin and decreased in 
                                                 
128“Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is www.ShareIslam.com). (07 
August 2018). 
129Subowo, Imunobiologi, vol. III, p. 50. 
130A health expert Islam 
131Yanuar Arifin, Mukjizat Kesehatan dan Kesuksesan dalam Ibadah-Ibadah Sunnah, 
(Edt. I; Yogyakarta: Araska, 2015), p. 18. 
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the age of 20-30 years. Resulting from external influences, such as: sleep late, 
chemical pollutants and so forth that depress the immune system. 132 
The effect of qiya>m al-lail is not only influenced by waking up at 
midnight. But, qiya>m al-lail has movement also in the last third of the night was 
an impact. Like, arise when standing up right and do of takbiratu al-ih}ram make 
the thoracic cavity in the lungs expand. Thus, the amount of oxygen is able to 
enter into it. When the bow with the body bent forward and hands on knees and 
back flat aims to mobilize the joints of the spine, neck bones and lumbar spine. 
When prostration, body form an angle of 45 degrees, is useful to lubricate the 
muscles and other joints.133 
In Chinese medical science, pulmonary therapy is most appropriate at 
midnight and the morning. Because at night, all the muscles of autonomic nerve 
organs and humans to rest to the maximum. Thus, when people wake up, muscles 
begin to actively drive back and touched by the fresh and clean air, so it is great 
for respiratory (lung).134 
  
                                                 
132Hendrik, Healthy Salat, (Cet. I; Solo: Triad, 2008), p. 6. 
133Soedarto, Alergi dan Penyakit Sistem Imun, p. 6. 
134Moh. Ali Aziz, 60 Menit Terapi Shalat Bahagia, p. 195. 
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Based on the results of some scholars that answering scientific-empirical 
truth of hadith. As follows: 
 .اﺬﲠ ,ﻞﻴﺋاﴎٕا ﻦﻋ ,ﰲﻮﻜﻟا رﻮﺼﻣ ﻦ قﺎﲮٕا ﺎﻨﺛﺪ :لﺎﻗ ,ﰲﻮﻜﻟا رﺎﻨﻳد ﻦ ﰟﺎﻘﻟا ¸ﺬﺑ ﺎﻨﺛﺪ
 ﻦﻋ ,ﳾﺮﻘﻟا ﺪﶊ ﻦﻋ ,ﺲﺧ ﻦ ﺮﻜ ﺎﻨﺛﺪ :لﺎﻗ ,ﴬﻨﻟا ﻮﺑ$ٔ ﺎﻨﺛﺪ :لﺎﻗ ,ﻊﻴﻣ ﻦ ﺪﲪ$ٔ ﺎﻨﺛﺪ
ﲆﺻ ﷲ لﻮﺳر ن$ٔ ,لﻼﺑ ﻦﻋ ,ﱐﻻﻮﳋا ﺲ9ردٕا ﰊ$ٔ ﻦﻋ ,ﺪﻳﺰ? ﻦ ﺔﻌﻴﺑر  :لﺎﻗ ﲅﺳو ﻪﻴﻠ0 ﷲ
 ,ﰒٕﻻا ﻦﻋ ةﺎﳯﻣو ,ﷲ ﱃٕا ﺔﺑﺮﻗ ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻗ نٕاو ,ﲂﻠJﻗ ﲔﳊﺎﺼﻟا ب$ٔد ﻪﻧٕﺎﻓ ﻞﻴﻠFا مﺎHﻘﺑ ﲂﻴﻠ0
.ﺪﺴﳉا ﻦﻋ ءاVF ةدﺮﻄﻣو ,تﺎYﺴﻠF ﲑﻔﻜ\و135 
Meaning: 
Bilal that the Prophet pbuh., He said to perform night prayer, because it 
was the practice of the righteous people before you. It is a means of 
obtaining closeness to Allah the Exalted, it erases sins, it prevents 
wrongdoings and it drives away sicknesses from the body."136 (HR. 
Tirmiz\i). 
At the time of doing qiya>m al-lail to hold the mat in time of calm is a 
condition that it is meditation and relaxation. So, it is normal if qiya>m al-lail 
referred to as one of the alternative treatments.137 
The conclution, writer describes two main points are qiya>m al-lail and 
human immunity which this writing has connecting of worship and scientific. 
although, qiya>m al-lail is convicted sunah but it has many benefits. 
  
                                                 
135´Ala>´ u al-Di>n ´Ali bin H{isa>m al-Di>n bin Qa>in, Kanzu al-´Umma>l fi Sunani al-Aqwa>l 
wa al-Af´a>li, juz. VII, p. 790. 
136“Qiya>m al-Layl–The Night Prayer” (Journal in website is www.ShareIslam.com). (07 
August 2018). 
137Rifa'i Ahmad Rif'an, Me + God = Enough, (Edt. I; Jakarta: PT. Gramedia, 2015), p. 
89. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION 
This chapter, writer presents about conclusion and implication, are: 
A. Conclusion 
The conclusion of this research are: The writer finds nine hadiths are four 
hadiths in the book of Tirmiz\i, two hadiths in the book of al-Baihaqi>, one hadith 
in the book of al-Alba>ni and two hadiths in the book of al-Tabra>ni.  
The first, quality of hadith is hasan because all of al-sanad from al-
Tirmiz\i book have capability.Therefore, this hadith can be standard or be 
evidence to do qiya>m al-lail from Tirmiz\i.  
The second, correlation of qiya>m al-lail to human immunity in hadith 
perspective has connection as mentioned of Muslims scholar like a hadith and 
scientific experiment as findings effect in our body. Qiya>m al-lail makes your 
mind and heart to be quiet. Thus proving that the calm can increase the body´s 
immunological resistance. 
Theoretically, the qiya>m al-lail guarants good health physically and 
mentally. In general, most of the human immune system slowdowns due to 
disturbances in the mechanism of the heart and vascular system. Therefore, to 
overcome such interference immunity is conditioned by regulating the body´s 
metabolism becomes more stable.  
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B. Implication 
Qiya>m al-lail, anyhow, showed that hadith, which always gets indignity 
by critics all this time, actually can be proved scientifically that it needs a 
critical analysis and thought in determining the soundness of a hadith. Ascribing 
something to the Prophet is much more difficult than to another. 
The correlation of qiya>m al-lail to human immunity as a ‘mujtahid’ in 
hadith and hadith terminology field. In this research uses hadith from al-Tirmiz\i, 
his leniency caused by his double standard in determining the degree of a hadith, 
he was consistent with the standard and he was a pragmatic scholar in applying 
his concepts. 
The writer expects that this research may gives a contribution to the 
civitas academica of Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar, gives them 
more reference about qiya>m al-lail, besides to introduce of understanding 
correlation of qiya>m al-lail to human immunity, especially to the students of 
Tafsir Hadis department in studying Prophetic tradition and everything that 
related to it. 
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